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Summary
The important principles of direct- and heterodyne-detection
optical free-space communications are reviewed. Signal-to-
noise-ratio (SNR) and bit-error-rate (BER) expressions are
derived for both the direct-detection and heterodyne-detection
optical receivers. For the heterodyne system, performance
degradation resulting from received-signal and local-oscillator-
beam misalignment and laser phase noise is analyzed. Determi-
nation of interfering background power from local- and extended-
background sources is discussed. The BER performance of
direct- and heterodyne-detection optical links in the presence
of Rayleigh-distributed random pointing and tracking errors
is described. Finally, several optical systems employing
Nd:YAG (neodymium yttrium aluminum garnet), GaAs (gallium
arsenide), and CO2 (carbon dioxide) laser sources are evaluated
and compared to assess their feasibility in providing high-data-
rate (10- to 1000-Mbps) Mars-to-Earth communications.
It is shown that the root mean square (rms) pointing and
tracking accuracy is a critical factor in defining the system
transmitting laser-power requirements and telescope size and
that, for a given rms error, there is an optimum telescope
aperture size that minimizes the required power. The results
of the analysis conducted indicate that, barring the achievement
of extremely small rms pointing and tracking errors (<0.2
grad), the two most promising types of optical systems are
those that use an Nd:YAG laser (X = 1.064 /_m) and high-
order pulse position modulation (PPM) and direct detection,
and those that use a CO2 laser (X = 10.6 p.m) and phase shift
keying (PSK) homodyne modulation and coherent detection.
For example, for a PPM order of M = 64 and an rms pointing
accuracy of 0.4 _rad, an Nd:YAG system can be used to
implement a 100-Mbps Mars link with a 40-cm transmitting
telescope, a 20-W laser, and a 10-m receiving photon bucket.
Under the same conditionsl a CO2 system would require 3-m
transmitting and receiving telescopes and a 32-W laser to
implement such a link. Other types of optical systems, such
as semiconductor laser systems, are impractical in the presence
of large rms pointing errors because of the high power
requirements of the 100-Mbps Mars link, even when optimal-
size telescopes are used.
Introduction
This report has two objectives: to present the important
principles and equations neces_ry for evaluating the performance
of direct-detection and heterodyne-detection optical-free-space
communication links (sections 1 to 6) and to draw on this
material to assess the feasibility of supporting a high-data-rate
(10- to-1000 Mbps) Mars-to-Earth communication link with
each of several different optical systems (section 7). Future
manned Mars missions planned as part of the Spacc Exploration
Initiative (SEI) will require such high transmission rates to
carry high-resolution video images and scientific-instrument
data. Optical systems appear to offer size, weight, and power
advantages over equivalent radiofrequency (RF) systems in
providing such high transmission rates.
In sections 1 and 2, the quantum-limited signal-to-noise"
ratios (SNR's) are derived for the direct-detection receiver and
heterodyne-detection receiver, respectively.
Sections 3 and 4 examine the development of bit-error-rate
(BER) expressions for the two detection types. For the direct-
detection system, BER is computed assuming M-ary pulse
position modulation (PPM) and an avalanche photodiode (APD)
based receiver. For the heterodyne system, BER is presented
for a number of modulation types. The BER expressions for
heterodyne detection are shown to easily follow from the corre-
sponding RF expressions under a strong, local oscillator (LO)
laser condition. Also discussed are losses unique to heterodyne
detection, such as laser phase noise and LO beam and receiver
signal-beam misalignment--an important phenomenon because
heterodyne systems retain their sensitivity advantage over
direct-detection systems only when these two beams are
precisely aligned and are mutually spatially coherent.
Section 5 presents equations for determining the level of
interfering background power from local and extended back-
ground sources modeled as blackbody radiators. It is shown
that the heterodyne receiver is relatively immune to thermal
background interference even when the Sun is in the receiver's
field of view.
Because optical beam widths are extremely narrow, spatial
pointing and tracking errors can have a marked effect on link
performance. Consequently, section 6 considers the BER per-
formance of both direct- and heterodyne-detection systems in the
presence of random pointing and tracking errors. The pointing
error along each of the two (orthogonal) telescope gimbal axes
is modeled as a zero-mean gaussian random variable with the
root mean square (rms) value a (i.e., the radial pointing error
is Rayleigh distributed). Under these conditions, it is shown
that, for a given rms error, an optimal transmitter-aperture size
exists for the direct-detection system that minimizes the required
transmitter power for a given BER performance. Similarly, it
zisshownthatoptimaltransmitterandreceiveraperturesizesexist
fortheheterodynesystemthatminimizetherequiredtrarLsmission
power.Foradirect-detectionsystem,theminimalpoweris
shown to be proportional to the square of the rms error, whereas,
for a heterodyne detection system, the power is shown to be
proportional to the fourth power of the rms error. Consequently,
it is demonstrated that the heterodyne receiver performs better
at a given wavelength than does the direct-detection receiver only
if the rms pointing and tracking error can be kept very small.
As such, this section shows that, in an environment characterized
by large rms error, the direct-detection system is preferable
despite its lower receiver sensitivity.
Section 6 also diseusses the difference between random
pointing error and static pointing error and shows that an analysis
which assumes static pointing-error conditions may yield signif-
icantly more optimistic results than an analysis that realistically
models the pointing error as a random variable.
Section 7 analyzes the suitability of seven optical systems for
use as high-data-rate Mars-to-Earth communication links.
Optical implementations based on Nd:YAG, GaAs, and CO2
• laser sources and employing both direct detection and heterodyne
detection are considered. Through the modeling of pointing
and tracking errors as Rayleigh random variables, optimal
aperture sizes and minimal transmission power requirements
are determined for each optical system as a function of the
link data rate and the rms error. An optical system with a
Nd:YAG laser and high-order PPM and direct detection, and
another with a CO 2 laser that uses homodyne phase shift keying
(PSK) modulation and coherent detection emerge as the two
most promising candidates for a high-data-rate Mars-to-Earth
communication link. Because of their limited power output,
other optical systems, such as those using a GaAs diode laser,
appear practical only for lower data rate links (-10 Mbps).
A comprehensive list of symbols and acronyms is provided
in appendix A.
1.0 Signal-to-Noise Ratio for the Direct-
Detection Optical Receiver
In this section, the quantum-limited SNR of a direct-
detection optical receiver is derived. The SNR is the appropriate
measure of performance for an analog communication system
since the objective at the receiver is to reproduce the trans-
mitted waveform shape in the presence of noise. In contrast to
the case for an RF system, it is shown that, because of
signal-generated shot noise, the SNR is finite even when all
thermal noise and background noise is ignored. The use of
an APD to overcome detector thermal noise also is considered
here.
Figure 1.1 depicts a block diagram of a typical direct-
detection optical receiver. After being collected by the receiv-
ing optics, the optical signal passes through a field-stop iris,
collimating lens, and optical bandpass filter, and is focused
 o,,,ma,,OO ns--,Photo-
detector
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Figure 1.l.--Block diagram of a direct-detectionreceiver.
on the active region of a photodetector. The field-stop iris
controls the receiver field of view (FOV) while the optical
bandpass filter is used to reject unwanted background radiation.
The detector typically is a semiconductor PIN (P-type, intrinsic,
N-type) photodiode or an APD. The photodetector--acting as
a transducer--generates an output current that is proportional
to the instantaneous intensity of the incident optical signal.
Since the detector responds only to fluctuations in field intensity
and not in frequency or phase, direct detection also is called
noncoherent detection. The received electric field of an unmodu-
lated carrier may be expressed as
E(t) = A cos (27rfst + 0) V/m (l.l)
where
A electric field amplitude, V/m
f_ optical frequency, Hz
/9 optical carrier phase
The corresponding field intensity is then defined as
Z 2
l= --1 E(t) 2 = __ W/m2
zo 2zo
(1.2)
where the time average
T/2
E(t) 2 = lim _1 ( E(t)2d t
T--oo T d-T 2
and the free space impedance Zo _ 37712.
Note that the electric field's intensity is proportional to the
square of its amplitude. If the information signal is m (t), then
the intensity of an intensity modulated (IM) carrier is given by
I(t) = ls[t +m(t)] (1.3)
where Is is the average received signal intensity. The degree
of intensity modulation is described by the intensity modulation
index
2
[I(t)IMAx -- IS
M m = (1.4)
/s
When Ira(t) I _< l, the modulation index is equal to 1 and the
carrier is said to be 100-percent intensity modulated. To
prevent overmodulation, we assume re(t) is normalized so
that [m(t)[ _< I. In this case, the average power of m(t) is
lim 1 t_7/2
P,,, = r-oo _. ] m(t)2dt <- I
' - TI2
(1.5)
Multiplying the intensity by the receiver collecting area Ar
results in an instantaneous received signal power of
Ps(t) = A,.l(t) = Arl s + Ajsm(t ) = Ps + Psm(t) (1.6)
where Ps is the average received signal power. The average
received power is related to the average transmitted power
through the range equation
/_r4\2/ X \2 /_d,.\2
Ps = P,_I, f--1 /--1 Lr(O,,4)_b (1.7)\ / \4 z/ t,T)
where
P,
rb,r/_
d,,d,
k
Z
L,,
L,(O,,4)
average transmitter laser power, W
transmitter and receiver optics efficiencies
transmitter and receiver aperture diameters, m
optical wavelength, m
link distance between transmitter and receiver, m
other losses (e.g., obseuration, implementation,
filter)
transmitter pointing loss (see section 6)
The component of photodetector output current resulting from
the desired signal is
id(t ) = _eP s + _ePsnl(t) (1.8)
where
rt photodetector quantum efficiency, (number of emitted
photoelectrons/number of incident photons)
h Planck constant, 6.624× 10 TM J/sec
u optical frequency, Hz
h_, photon energy, J/photon
e electron charge, 1.6× 10 -_9 C
Hereafter, we will let a = rt/hu be the conversion factor that
converts average received power (in watts) into the average
rate of photoelectron emission from the detector (in photo-
electrons per second). If we assume that the post-detection
processor consists of an electrical low-pass filter with a unity-
transfer function over the information-signal bandwidth B,,,,
then, after removal of the direct current (de) term in equation
(I.8), the signal current at the output of the filter is
is(t) = _ePsm(t) (1.9)
The corresponding average signal power is then given by the
mean-square value, or
S = is(t) 2 = c_2e2psP, . (1.10)
In addition to the signal component, the output-filter current
has components caused by detector shot noise and circuit
thermal noise; shot noise resulting from the signal, background
radiation, and detector dark current are generated within the
detector and combine with thermal noise at the detector output.
(Dark current is the random emission of electrons from the
detector surface resulting from thermal excitation and is so
named because it exists even when no radiation is incident on
the detector).
Shot noise is caused by the random emission of electrons
from the detector surface. When light of constant power P
is incident on the detector, the number of electrons emitted
per unit time is not constant, but instead follows a Poisson
distribution. Since each electron may be considered to con-
tribute a pulse to the total current, the emission of the electrons
at random produces random fluctuations around a mean value.
Hence, the output current from the detector consists of an
average current, 7 = oeeP, with random noise added. The one-
sided power spectral density (PSD) of the shot noise is flat
with the value 2el (ref. 1). Consequently, shot noise cannot
be overcome simply by increasing the incident power P
because shot noise also increases with power. Furthermore,
shot noise always will be present--even in the absence of
thermal and background noise--since it is generated during
detection of the desired signal. The existence of shot noise
also derives from the discrete nature of the charge carrier;
for example, if the charge of an individual electron were to
approach zero, the shot noise also would tend to zero.
The thermal, or Johnson, noise is the same as that present
in RF receivers, and it results from the thermal fluctuation
of electrons that follows the photodetector in the resistive ele-
ments of the electronic circuitry. If the detector load resis-
tance is RL and the effective noise temperature of the detector
preamplifier is T, then the one-sided power spectral density
of the thermal noise is 4kT/R£.
After passing through the low-pass filter of bandwidth B ....
the total shot-noise power resulting from signal, background
radiation, and dark current is
2elsB m + 2elBB,,, + 2elt)B,,,
= 2e2e_PsB,,, + 2e2o_psB,,, + 2eloB,,, (I.11)
where
Is average signal current, c_ePs
IB average background current, aePt¢
I/_ average dark current
PB average received background power
(The calculation of the received background radiation power
is described in section 5). The thermal noise power at the filter
output is
4kTB,,,
(1.12)
RL
Using equations (1.10) to (1.12) yields an SNR at the receiver
output in terms of the average received signal and background
power:
2 _S e¢ e-P_sP,,,
(1.13)
4kTB,,N 2e_ecB,,,(Ps + Pa) + 2elDB,, + --
RL
If the received signal and background power are large enough
that the thermal noise can be neglected, the receiver is termed
shot-noise limited and the SNR becomes
S oe2e2p2F',,,
"I
N 2e'e_Bm(Ps + PB) + 2eIDBm
(1.14)
Finally, if Ps >> Pt_, the dark-current shot noise is negligible
and the modulating signal re(t) has a maximum power of
P,, = 1, then the receiver is termed signal shot-noise limited,
and
S °_2e2p2 _ uPs _ riPs (1.15)
N 2e2_BmPs 2B m 2hvB,,
For direct detection, this SNR also is called the quantum-
limited SNR because the denominator can be thought of as
the noise power occurring in a bandwidth B,, as a result of
an effective quantum noise whose two-sided spectral-density
level is equal to hr. Note that even under ideal conditions,
wherein background noise, thermal noise, and dark current
noise are wholly absent, the SNR for direct detection is not
infinite as it would be in an RF system, but it is limited by
the shot noise generated by the desired signal. The shot noise
is not additive, as is thermal noise in an RF system; rather,
it is an inescapable consequence of photodetection. The presence
of signal-generated shot noise in an optical receiver is the key
factor that distinguishes such a receiver from an RF receiver.
Since shot noise cannot be eliminated from the optical receiver,
the goal in optical detection is to drive the receiver into a shot-
noise-limited operating mode, thus bringing the SNR as close
to the quantum limit as possible.
One way of achieving quantum-noise-limited performance
is simply to provide enough transmission power for the i
received signal power Ps to overwhelm the background and l
thermal noise. However, because of the limitations of transmitter
laser power and the large link distances, this brute-force i
technique is not practical for attaining the shot-noise-limited ]
condition.
A preferred method of attaining the shot-noise-limited -
condition is to employ photomultiplication in the photodetection --
e
process by using an APD. APD's operate under high reverse- i
bias voltages. Consequently, when primary carriers (electron- .
hole pairs) are generated by incident photons, the primary -
carriers gain sufficient energy to ionize other electron-hole
pairs upon colliding with them. These newly created carriers i
are then accelerated and generate still more carriers through _:
impact ionization. As a result of these processes, the APD
provides an internal gain that enables the multiplication of the
primary photodetector current prior to its encounter with
the thermal noise in the receiver circuitry. Note that, since
background-noise photons are photomultiplied along with
desired-signal photons, APD's are effective only in overcom-
ing thermal noise, not in overcoming background noise. (In
a direct-detection system, background noise is controlled by
high signal-power transmission and by the use of a narrow-
band optical filter at the receiver.)
Typical APD gains range from 100 to 300, but because the
avalanche mechanism is a statistical process, these are average
rather than constant gain values. In other words, the APD's gain
is itself a random variable, independent from one carrier pair
to the next. Although the gain agrees closely with a Mclntyre
probability distribution (refs. 2 and 3), it is normally approxi-
mated with gaussian statistics for reasons of mathematical
tractability. The randomness in the carrier multiplication is
called avalanche gain noise. The effect of the random gain G
is to increase the desired-signal power by the squared mean of
the gain (G) 2 and the shot-noise power by the mean squared
gain G 2 (ref. 4). Therefore, from equation (1.13), we obtain
the direct detection SNR with photomultiplication
_,2 2 "_"S (Ij) oz e'r_r m
(1.16)
--_ _ -- 4kTB mN 2G'e'_B,n(Ps + PB) + 2eG2loBm + --
RL
which, if we neglect dark current, can be expressed in the form
S uPsPm
G2 4k TB,,,
--2,_(G) e "RLuPs
(1.17)
Fromthisequationweseethatthethermal-noisetermcanbe
neglectedif theaverageainoftheAPDislarge nough.Since
thetwo-sidedthermal-noisespectraldensityisNT = 2kT/RL
and the two-sided signal shot-noise density is N s = e_eZPs, we
must obtain an average gain such that
,(G)2e2o_ps >> -- or G >>RL
(1.18)
Under this condition, the shot-noise-limited SNR is
N G 2 2Bm ( 1 + Pn/Ps)
(1.19)
As such, if the average received signal power is much greater
than the background radiation and the modulating signal m (t)
has its maximum power P,, = 1, the signal shot-noise-limited
SNR becomes
N = _ \2Bm/ = --_ \2h_'B,,,/
(1.20)
This is simply the SNR of equation (1.15) multiplied by the
additional (G)2/G 2 factor resulting from photomultiplication.
The reciprocal of this factor is defined as the APD excess-
noise factor and can be written as
m
F - 1 +- (1.21)
(G)2 (_)2 ((_)2
which follows from the definition of variance. The term o_
is the variance of G and is a measure of the randomness of
the APD gain--the larger the gain spread of the device, the
greater the value of F. Thus, the penalty for using an APD
to overcome thermal noise and to attain shot-noise-limited
behavior is the introduction of this multiplication noise. Note
that an ideal APD would exhibit constant gain and zero variance.
Such conditions result in F = 1 and allow achievement of the
quantum-limited SNR (provided that the signal power is still
large enough that background and dark-current noise ean be
ignored). Typical silicon APD's have excess noise factors in
the range 2 to 5.
2.0 Optical Heterodyne Detection
The use of optical heterodyning provides an alternate means
of achieving near quantum-limited behavior of the optical
receiver. The basic structure of a heterodyne receiver is shown
in figure 2.1. Heterodyne detection is based on the interference
that results when two mutually coherent (defined in section 2.1)
electromagnetic waves overlap in space. In the heterodyne
receiver, the optical, or electric, field produced by a laser LO
is optically mixed with the received-signal optical field prior
to photodetection. The detector then responds to the combined
field as if it were a single received field. If the LO frequency
differs from the received optical carrier frequency, the detection
operation is termed heterodyning. If the two frequencies are
the same, the detection operation is termed homodyning. If
the optical and received signal fields are spatially aligned by
means of the partially transmitting mirror then, as shown
below, the resulting optical interference generates an intensity
term that is linearly proportional to the amplitude, frequency,
and phase of the received optical carrier. As such, each of
these carrier parameters may be modulated by the information
signal, enabling amplitude (AM), frequency (FM), Or phase
(PM) modulation--in contrast to the case in d_r_ct detection.
In addition, if the LO laser power is made sufficiently large,
a near quantum-limited SNR can be obtained, as shown in
section 2.1. It should be emphasized that the heterodyning and
homodyning operations are not performed by the detector but
rather are a consequence of the signal and LO optical fields
combining at the photodetector surface. As in direct detection,
in homodyne and heterodyne detection, the detector itself can
respond only to variations in field intensity.
High heterodyning efficiency requires that the received
signal field and LO fields be precisely aligned along the same
/
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Figure 2. I.--BIock diagram of a typical heterodyne receiver.
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optical axis so that their focused images overlap on the detector
surface. Misalignment of the two fields reduces the degree
of photomixing, and thus, degrades the SNR, as shown in
section 2.2.
2.1 Signal-to-Noise Ratio fiw the Heterodyne-Detection
Receiver
Before discussing heterodyne optical detection, let us review
optical-field coherence, since such coherence is necessary for
heterodyning and homodyning to occur. Coherence is the
ability of an optical field to intcrfcre with itself or another field;
there are two "kinds of coherence: time, or temporal, coherence
and spatial coherence.
Temporal coherence refers to a wave's phase at the same
point in space, at different times. If the phase of a wave
remains constant with time at some arbitrary point in space,
the wave is fully time coherent. The coherence time is defined
as thc mean time between phase changes and is related to the
bandwidth of the radiation Ap (in Hz) by rcoh = l/(2A_,) sec.
Coherence time also can be expressed in terms of the nominal
wavelength X (in metcrs) and linewidth AX (in meters) as
r,.,,h = X2/(2cAX) sec, where c is the speed of light (in meters
per second). The coherence length also can be defined as Crcoh
meters. Therefore, the more ncarly monochromatic the radiation
(i.e., the narrower the line width), the greater its temporal
coherence. As an example, if we assumc that an ordinary light
bulb emits at a nominal wavelength of 0.7 _tm over a wave-
length range of 0.4 to 1.0 #m, then its line width is 0.6 _m
and its bandwidth is about 367 000 GHz (..6u --- cAX/X2); the
corresponding coherence time and coherence lcngth are 1.3 fs
(1.3 x 10 15) and 400 nm (400x 10-9), respectively. On the
other hand, a helium-neon laser stabilized to operate on a single
longitudinal mode in the laser cavity has a nominal wavelength
of 0.6328 _tm, a line width of 2x 10 -9 p.m, and a bandwidth
of about 1.5 MHz; in this case, the coherence time is 300 nsec
and the coherence length is 100 m. Since long coherence time
is important in heterodyne and homodyne detection, it is
desirable to achieve a narrow emission line width by designing
the laser to operate in a single longitudinal mode. (The effect
of finite laser line width on system performance is considered
in section 4.)
Spatial coherence is a measure of the optical field's phase
coherencc at two arbitrary points in space at the same time.
The optical ficld is fully spatially coherent if the phase difference
between any two points on a plane normal to the direction of
propagation remains constant with time. Spatial coherence does
not rcquire temporal coherence; the phase at different points
in space may fluctuate randomly in time, but so long as the
phase difference between any two points remains constant, the
field remains spatially coherent (i.e., the same fluctuation
occurs at all points).
An imaginary test for spatial coherence (Young's two-slit
intcrfcrcnce experiment) would involve intercepting the optical
field with an opaque screen having pin holes at the two arbitrary
points and then studying the intensity distribution pattern on
an obscrvation screen. If the phase difference of the light
emerging from the two pin holes remains constant, a stable
pattern of light and dark interference fringes appears on the
screen. If the field is not fully spatially coherent, the interfer-
ence pattern may shift erratically or not be present at all. In
the case of ordinary radiation (nonlaser) sources, thc Van
Cittert-Zcrnikc theorem (ref. 5) provides the diameter of a
circular area over which the radiation has a high degree of
spatial cohcrencc. This diameter is given by d_.,,h= XR/(2rpb),
where X, R, and P/, are the respective mean waveicngth,
distance to the source, and radius of the source, which is
assumed to be circular. For example, taking the central wave-
length of the Sun to be 0.55 Izm, we find that the light from
the Sun is spatially coherent over only diameters of 0.02 mm
on the Earth's surface. The light from a typical star, how-
ever, may have a coherenl diameter of tens of centimeters
(although its intensity is very small).
A laser can achieve perfect spatial coherence by oscillating
on a single transverse mode within the laser cavity (a laser
has both transverse and longitudinal modes of oscillation).
Laser oscillation in the fundamental transverse mode--or the
TEM0o, or gaussian, mode--results in a gaussian-intensity
profile of the emitted radiation. Another advantage of gaussian-
mode operation of the laser and the resulting spatial cohercnce
is that the beam experiences minimal spreading from diffrac-
tion and, therefore, minimal divergence; a disadvantage, how-
ever, is that restriction to single-mode operation often reduces
the total output power. Because heterodyning requires that the
optical and received-signal fields be temporally and spatially
coherent, heterodyne detection is also called coherent detection.
Because the optical field over the surface of a lens and the
lens' diffracted field in the focal plane are related by a two-
dimensional Fourier transform (appendix B), heterodyning of
the received-signal and LO optical fields can be described in
terms of the fields' diffraction patterns in the focal (detector)
plane, or equivalently, in terms of plane waves at the receiver
aperture.
Let us consider the received-signal and LO optical fields
to be linearly polarized harmonic plane waves of the form
where
Es, EL
As, AL
ks, kL
03 S, 03 L
Os, OL
r
(7,t) : As cos 7-  ,st +
: Z cos +
(2.1)
signal and LO electric fields
field amplitudes
field propagation vectors (k"= k,[ + kff + kzk)
optical frequencies, rad/sec
signal and LO initial phases
arbitrary position vector, x/+ 3] + z_:
Although not explicitly indicated, the amplitudes and phases
of the received signal and LO fields may vary both with time
and position. Because optical frequencies are so high, we may
reasonably assume that amplitude or phase time variations
occur over many optical periods. We may further satisfy
ourselves that the expressions in equation (2.1) are those of
plane waves if we recall the definition of a wave front: the
surface over which a wave's phase, or the argument of the
cosine function, is constant at an arbitrary point in time (say,
at t = 0). Setting t = 0 and the cosine argument of either of
the equations in equation (2.1) to a constant leads to
-k'. r= xk_ + yky + zk: = constant (2.2)
which is simply the equation of a plane perpendicular to the
propagation vector k. Hencc, the wave fronts are planar surfaces.
As we move from plane to planc (at arbi!rary points in time),
E(r') varies sinusoidally with vectors A and k, defining the
electric field's planc of polarization. Because the wave has
a..zspatial period equal to its wavelength, it can be shown that
lk[ = 27r/X. Finally, the term -wt converts f] = 27r/X into
a progressive plane wave moving in the positive k direction.
Since the equations in (2.1) represent electromagnetic waves,
each satisfies the homogeneous (free-space) differential wave
equation, which in right-handed Cartesian coordinates is given by
V2 _ = 02_____+ 02___-_ Oed/_ 1 O2ff (2.3)
O.r2 Oy2 322 l,2 3t 2
The wave function (or in our case the E-field) is _(x,y,z,t)
representing the disturbance in space and time, and the speed
of propagation of the disturbance is v. Since the wave equation
is a second-order, linear differential equation, the principle
of superposition holds. Therefore, at a point where two or
more optical fields overlap, the resultant field equals the vector
sum of the individual fields. When this principle is applied
to the heterodyne receiver, the resulting electric field in the
aperture plane is
_(Zt) = _(7,,) + _L(,--,t) (2.4)
The intensity of the combined optical field is
I= LE 52 = I _ (2.5)
g, 2o
where the horizontal bar again denotes time averaging and
E 2 = E. if?. Hence, we have
E2 _ /_" E _ (Es "_ EL)" (Es q'- EL)
=_.S'F.S+ EL'Et. + 2Es'EL
= E s + e_ + 2/_s" _Sa (2.6)
The intensity is then
, _ -)I = Z,, + EL + 2E s • EL (2.7)
If we assume that the difference between the optical carrier
and LO frequencies is small in comparison to the frequencies
themselves (i.e., Ifs-fL[<< fs or fL) and that the time
averaging interval Tis long in comparison to the optical period
but short in comparison to the "bcat" period I/(fs -jr), then
taking the time average results in
' 1 [I=--A} +--AT_ +--'_,S'''4'LCOS (/7s'7) -- (_.r)
22,, 22. z,,
+ (cos - coL)t + (Os -- 0L)]
= I s + It. + IIF (2.8)
The total intensity is not simply the sum of the individual
intensities, but it is modified by the last term, which is called
the interference, or beat, term. If the received-signal and LO
fields are not spatially and temporally coherent (i.e., if their
phase angles fluctuate randomly and rapidly, independent of
one another), then the interference term averages zero, and
the total intensity is simply the sum of the separate intensities.
Since heterodyne and homodyne optical receivers require an
interference term, the received signal and LO optical fields
must be mutually spatially coherent (i.e., Os - Oc must be
constant or nearly so). Note that the beat term is centered at
an intermediate frequency (IF) of (ws - cod and that it is
sensitive to the relative polarization and propagation directions
of the received signal and LO optical fields. In ideal heterodyne
detection, both fields have the same polarization direction and
are pe_rfectly spatially aligned (i.e., As" At, = AsAL and
ks = kL), and the intensity becomes
A AL [ ]1 = IS + IL + Z,, cos (w S WL)t + (Os OL) (2.9)
The significance and value of heterodyne detection is now
apparent from equation (2.9). Note that, if the LO laser has
a stable amplitude, frequency, and phase (i.e., if AL, COL,and
OLare constant), then the IF intensity term has an amplitude
directly proportional to the amplitude of the received signal
A s, an IF linearly related to the received-signal frequency ws,
and a phase linearly related to the received-signal phase Os.
Therefore, unlike the case in direct detection, the received signal's
amplitude, frequency, and phase are preserved in the intensity
of the IF signal, permitting each of them to be modulated to
carry information. Furthermore, in heterodyne detection, the
IF signal power can be increased directly by increasing the
LO laser power via A L. The phase term indicates the need for
strictcontrolofthetransmission laser and LO-laser phase noise
since phase variations will add directly to the received-signal's
phase and will thus corrupt any phase modulation that may
be impressed on the received signal. By multiplying equation
(2.9) by the effective receiving aperture area, the power
incident on the detector surface becomes
Ar +Ar +ArA ALZo-- cos (OaiFt + Olr)
= Ps + PL + 2_FPsPL cos (OalFt + OIr) (2.10)
where wtr = ws - oo,. and 0/t_ = Os - OL. After IF filtering
and the removal of the dc terms, the desired IF signal current is
itF(t) = 2", PIPs c_e cos (Wtrt +OtF) (2.11)
where, as before, ot = r//(hv). The desired signal power at
the IF filter's output is then
S = iir(t)2 = 2PlPsofle z (2.12)
The noise at the filter output consists of detector shot noise
and circuit thermal noise. Shot noise power--which has com-
ponents that result from the received-signal power Ps, LO
power PL, IF power Pro, background power PB, and detector
dark current ID, and which falls in the IF bandwidth B1F--is
given by the mean-square current, following equation (1.11),
75-
ts = 2e2c_B,F(Ps + PL + PB + PtF) + 2elDBm (2.13)
The thermal-noise power at the filter output is, following
equation (I. 12),
4kTB_F
(2.14)
RL
From equations (2.12) to (2.14), one obtains an output SNR of
2PLPsofle 2
SNRm =
2e2_Blr(Ps + PL + PB + PIF) + 2elDBm + --
4kTBIF
RL
(2.15)
In the presence of increased LO power, LO shot noise, given
by the term 2eecePLBm, can be made to dominate all other
noise contributions in the denominator of equation (2.15).
Thus, under a strong LO condition, the SNR becomes
2PI.Ps °t2e2 c_Ps riPs
- - (2.16)
SNRIF 2e 2eePLBIF BIF hvBir
which is the quantum-limited SNR bound for heterodyne
detection at the output of the photodetector IF filter. This SNR
is limited only by the shot noise produced by the LO. A second
IF detection is required to extract the information signal from
the IF subcarrier. To determine the demodulated SNR, we
must consider the type of modulation used in impressing the
basebahd information signal onto the optical carrier. Rewriting
the IF signal current in equation (2.11) in terms of the electric-
field amplitudes gives
itr(t) = AsALK cos (vatrt + 0iF) (2.17)
where K is a constant given by K = Arae/Z o. If amplitude
modulation (AM) is used to modulate the information signal
m (t) onto the optical carrier, then the IF signal current takes
the form
As
itF(t ) = -_- [1 + m(t)]ALK cos (vatFt) (2.18)
where spatial coherence is assumed between the received-signal
and LO optical fields such that OtF = 0 and that lm(t)I < 1
to prevent overmodulation. Recall that for coherent product
demodulation of an AM, or of a double sideband-suppressed
carrier (DSB/SC) signal, an improvement factor of 2 occurs
in going from the IF SNR to the baseband SNR (ref. 6). This
improvement factor results from the coherent addition of the
signal components in the sidebands while the noise components
add noncoherently. This improvement factor also occurs in
envelope detection if the IF SNR is large. Therefore, if we
assume that the information signal has maximum power
P,, = 1 and bandwidth B,, and that the IF bandwidth is set
to BIF = 2Bin, the demodulated SNR for a strong laser local
oscillator is
riPs _ riPs
SNR D = 2 SNRIF = 2 \hv2B,J = hvBm
(2.19)
When we compare this SNR with the quantum-limited SNR
for baseband direct detection in equation (1.15), we see that
AM with ideal heterodyne detection yields a 3-dB improvement
in SNR. It might also be noted that AM with homodyne detection
yields the same SNR as does equation (2.19) while eliminating
the need for AM demodulation following photodetection, since
the (low-pass) filtered detector output contains m (t) at baseband.
For FM, the IF signal will have the form
itF(t) = AsALK cos [wlrt + 0/_(t)] (2.20)
where
<iom01F(t ) = 27r (r) dr
and the peak frequency deviation from the IF frequency is Af
By Carson's rule, the modulated IF carrier occupies a band-
width of
&e = 2(13 + 1)B,. (2.21)
where 13= Af/B,, is the FM index. FM demodulation of the
IF signal can be performed by a limiter-discriminator detector
that yields a demodulated SNR for strong laser LO, given by
SNRo = 3132 BtF SNRtF = 3 132 _]Ps
2B-_ 2 hvn m
(2.22)
To achieve this FM improvement, the IF SNR at the input
of the FM demodulator must exceed the FM threshold value
of 12 dB. Thus, the output SNR can be increased by using
large values of the modulation index (i.e., wideband FM
operation), which results in a penalty of increased required
bandwidth.
2.2 Signal-to-Noise Ratio Degradation Resulting From
Received Signal Field and Local Oscillator Field Misalignment
The heterodyne optical-field intensity described by equation
(2.9) assumes that the received-signal and LO optical field have
identical polarization vectors, identical propagation vectors
normal to the detector surface (i.e., the fields are perfectly
spatially aligned), and identical, exactly overlapping diffraction
patterns on the detector surface. The photo mixing process takes
place in the region of overlap on the detector surface. However,
ideal heterodyning conditions, especially perfect alignment and
matching diffraction patterns, are extremely difficult to achieve
in real systems. Consequently, the resultant SNR is degraded
from the ideal value obtained in equation (2.16).
If one assumes that both the received-signal field and the
LO field can be approximated as plane waves, each will have
a diffracted optical field in the detector pIane of the form
(appendix B)
( J*'r2"_Tra2 2Jl(kpar/f )
E(r) = \-jeik/e 2f j ____fA° (kpar/3') (2.23)
where
kp propagation number, 27r/X
f focal length of the receiving telescope
r radial distance from the pattern center
a radius of the receiving aperture
A o amplitude of the incident field on the aperture
The magnitude of this field is
7ra 2 2J l ( kpar/f) I
[E(r)] = ---_A o 7kp_r/_ II
(2.24)
Since intensity is proportional to the squared magnitude of the
electric field, the intensity distribution in the focal plane is
,(r) = IE(r)i2 A°2 / _1-]ra222Ji(kpar/f), 2
-_o = _ t--_/I L (kpar/f) J (2.25)
Since Io = A2o/(2Zo) is the intensity of the incident plane
wave, and the maximum on-axis (r = 0) intensity in the focal
plane is/max = Io OraZ/X3') 2, equation (2.25) may be written as
[ 2Ji (2rarlXf) ] 2
l(r) = IMAX [ (27rarlX3_ J (2.26)
where we have made the substitution k = 27r/X. Note that the
total power in the diffracted field is
,I ,(r)dA = io=2"i'==/(r)r dr dO
A " 0=0 "0
= 2rlMAxl °_[2J1 (kear/f)]2
o (kpar/f) 2 r dr
= 87rIo(Tra21_,f) 2 JT(k r/f) dr
(2rca/Xf) 2 _o -
"_- 27F02]0 (_) = Ar]o = Po
(2.27)
where Ar and it'<,are the receiver aperture area and the incident
power, respectively. Therefore, the power in the focused field
equals the received power over the aperture area--the result
that one would expect from the conservation of energy.
The electric-field distribution in equation (2.27) is for a plane
wave that arrives normal to the receiver aperture so that its
diffraction pattern is centered on the detector surface. If we
assume that the focal plane is described by an x-y coordinate
plane with the detector surface centered on the origin and that
the detector is a rectangle of width w along the x-axis and
height ha along the y-axis, then a plane wave normally
arriving will have the center of its focused pattern at the origin
(i.e., the center of the detector surface). A plane wave not
arriving normally will have a focused field pattern of the same
form as equation (2.26), but with its center displaced from
the origin. Specifically, if the off-axis arrival angles measured
from the normal are 0_ and 0y, then the focused field is
centered at
x,. =f- tan(0 x) )
y_ _f2 + x_ tan(Oy) _f- tan(Oy)
(2.28)
if weassumethatthedetectordimensionsaremuchsmaller
thanthefocalengthf. In the focal plane (x,y) coordinates,
the E-field magnitude has the form
I' "/(x Xc)2+)E(x,y)) --- (kparo/f) , ro = - (Y - Yc)"
(2.29)
Since the focus here is on the field pattern variation, the
constant multiplying factor is ignored for the moment.
Reconsidering the optical heterodyne receiver, let the
received field have wavelength XR and arrive off-axis from
the normal by angles OuRand OyR. Similarly, let the local field
have wavelength XL and arrive off-axis from the normal by
angles 0_L and 0yZ. If we ignore the constant factor, the mag-
nitudes of the two fields in the detector plane are then
1ER(x'Y)] = ] 2Jl(kRarR/f )kRarg/f1
2Jl ( kLarL /f)IEL(x,y) I = kLarL/f
(2.30)
where
kR = 2_-/Xe kL= 2r/_,L rR = X_X -- XR)2 + (y _ YD 2
XR = f tan(OxR) YR = Y-- tan(0yR)
rL = x/(x-- XL) 2 + (y -- yg)2 XL =ftan(0xL)
YL = f - tan(Oyt,)
Since the LO optical field pattern is not precisely super-
imposed on the received-signal field pattern, not all the LO
power will contribute to useful IF signal power. As with time
waveforms, we can define a spatial correlation coefficient or
a field alignment efficiency that measures how closely the two
field patterns match or overlap on the detector surface as
• h/2,, w/2IEn(x'Y)I [EL(x'y)I dx dy
l']fa -- (2.31)
th/2 _w/2h/2 t _/_ IgR_(x,y)l lgL,(x,Y)l ,_ dy
where ER,. and Et_ represent field patterns exactly centered
on each other. For a specified set of misalignment angles, this
ratio of integrals yields a value between zero and 1 and acts
as an SNR-suppression factor. Note that from equations (2.30),
as the receiving aperture size increases, the focused field
patterns decrease and the SNR degradation for a given field
misalignment increases (i.e., r/f, decreases).
An approximation of equation (2.31) can be arrived at by
assuming XL _ ER and considering only each pattern's
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circular main lobe (i.e., its Airy disc, or focal spot). This disc
has a radius of 1.22Xf/D, where D = 2a is the receiver
aperture diameter andfis the focal length (appendix B). The
substitution of r = 1.22 Xf/D for the upper limit of r in the
surface integral in equation (2.27) reveals that about 83.8
percent of the total power is contained within the Airy disc.
For an approximation of equation (2.31), the overlap area of
the two Airy discs is computed on the detector surface. The
ratio of this overlap area to the LO disc area is approximately
the fraction of total LO power that contributes to heterodyning.
The overlap area of two overlapping circles of equal diameter
and radius R, whose centers are separated by a distance of
d, is given by
 :2(. cos (2.32)
The alignment efficiency is then approximately
A R = 1.22X f d =ftan 0 (2.33)
_Fa -- 7rR2 d
where 0 is the misalignment angle between the two fields. If
the angular radius of each disc is defined as 0o = 1.22X/D
rad, then equation (2.33) can be expressed as
2 [tan O] ___
,_,=, = _ cos-, L SCo J tan0_ 0* (_)7r 2° o - tan2 (2.34)
To avoid significant misalignment losses, the angle between
the two fields generally must be no greater than the angular
radius 0o of the Airy disc of either diffraction pattern (which
also is the threshold for the Rayleigh criterion for resolving
the images of two point sources in the focal plane of a lens).
A misalignment angle of this value would correspond to the
central maximum or center, of one intensity pattern occurring
at the first null, or disc edge, of the other. In this case, 0 = 0o
and equation (2.34) yield a loss of about 0.40, or -4 dB.
Table 2.1 depicts the misalignment loss, or alignment efficiency,
as a function of the misalignment angle, normalized to the
diffraction-limited angle, as computed from equation (2.34).
By accounting for the difference in the polarization directions
of the signal and LO fields, the overall heterodyning efficiency,
or SNR degradation, may be defined as
17he, = "qfal"]pol = ?']fa c0S2 (2.35)
where _p is -the angle between the polarization vectors (i.e.,
the angle between -_s and ,_c). Normally, misalignment error
between the two fields is the dominant contributor to overall
SNR degradation.
TABLE 2. I.--BEAM MISALIGNMENT LOSS
AS A FUNCTION OF NORMALIZED
MISALIGNMENT ANGLE
0/0,, (where 0,, = 1.22 X/d) Loss,
dB
0.0
.I
.2
.4
.6
.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
0.0
- .286
-.590
- 1.266
-2.049
-2.970
-4.078
-5.455
-7.256
-9.826
- 14.273
3.0 Derivation of Bit-Error-Rate for Digital
Direct-Detection M-ary Pulse Position
Modulation
Here, the bit error rate (BER) of a direct-detection receiver
for an optical system transmitting digital information is deter-
mined. The system is assumed to use an APD detector and
M-ary pulse position modulation (PPM). Although other pulse-
modulation techniques, such as pulse polarization modulation
or on-off keying (OOK), are possible with direct detection,
PPM is the most commonly used format because multiple bits
of information can be transmitted per optical pulse. The objective
here is to determine the required signal power needed at the
DD receiver in order to achieve a specified BER, given certain
system parameters (e.g., data rate, PPM order, and background
interference), and the physical parameters of the receiver (e.g.,
APD gain, quantum efficiency, and excess noise factor).
In an M-ary PPM digital system, the transmitting laser is
pulsed on and off at a prescribed pulse repetition frequency
(PRF), producing an optical pulse of width rp sec and peak
power Pp, every T = 1/PRF sec. A PPM modulator driving
the laser accepts kb bits at a time from the input data stream
and sends the information in each k-bit symbol by delaying
the optical pulse into one of M = 2 k_ time slots. The width
of each time slot is 7"= rp seconds. Since each PPM frame
or word carries k_, = log2 M bits of information and has a
duration of T = Mr seconds, the channel data rate is
e_r
= -- (3.2)Pt, r = P.T PRF
Figure 3.1 provides an example of a pulse position modulation
(PPM) encoded bit stream for M = 2, binary PPM (BPPM),
and M = 4, quaternary PPM (QPPM). After the receiver has
established PPM frame and slot synchronization (typically,
using Manchester PCM encoding as an aid in clock recovery),
it must decide which of the M time slots contains the opti-
cal signal pulse. In this case, the optimum-detection strategy is
maximum-count detection, because it is a maximum-likelihood
scheme. In maximum-count detection, the detector output
current is integrated over each of the M time slots, and the
slot with the maximum photoelectron count is selected as the
one in which the optical pulse was transmitted. The integration
may be carried out sequentially over each time slot, using a
single integrator, or in parallel, using a bank of integrators
with appropriate delays and pairwise comparisons of the slot
counts. After the PPM demodulator has selected the slot with
the maximum-count, it outputs k data bits of the corresponding
M-ary symbol. This maximum-count scheme outperforms
threshold detection, wherein the photoelectron count in each
slot must be compared against a threshold value, which further
must be varied in accordance with background-noise fluctuations.
Referring to equation (1.16), which gave the direct-detection
SNR with photomultiplication at the output of a baseband
filter of bandwidth B,,, we will determine the SNR occur-
ring within a PPM time slot. The mean and variance of the
photoelectron-count distribution for both signal and nonsignal
time slots will be determined by approximating the detector
output current as a gaussian random variable. (A signal slot
is a slot that contains the optical pulse as well as noise, whereas
a nonsignal slot contains only noise.)
If we let P_ in the numerator of equation (I. 16) represent
the received pulse power, the desired-signal power at the
detector-preamplifier output during a signal slot interval is
S = ((S)2a2e2p_ = ((_)21_ = ((_/,)2 (3.3)
where (_I_ is the photomultiplied signal current. (Note that,
since this is now a digital system, the P,,, factor is ignored.)
Data
Binary
PPM
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
h rsnn nnI I I I I 1 I I 1 =
01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01
Rb _ kblog2 M bps (3.1)
T Mr
The average laser power P, is related to the peak power by
Quaternary l
 nn, ,n , n, q_
012301 230123012301 23
Slot number
Figure 3. l.--Sample bil stream in pulse position modulation (PPM) fornmt.
If we factor out 2B m from the denominator of equation
(I. 16), the two-sided power spectral density of the noise in
the detector-preamplifier output current is
--3 _ --q _ -- 2kT,,qG,(f) = G-e-c_P_ + G'e'aP8 + G2ell9 +
RL
-- __ 2k Teq
= G'el_ + G2ele + G2elt9 + (3.4)
RL
Again, these terms represent photomultiplied-signal shot
noise, background shot noise, dark-current shot noise, and
preamplifier thermal noise, respectively. For an APD, the dark
current, which is the current generated when no light is incident
on the device, is in truth a combination of a bulk dark current
and a surface dark current. The bulk dark current ltm arises
from electrons or holes that are thermally generated in the
p-n junction of the device, therefore undergoing avalanche gain.
The surface dark current los is a leakage current unaffected
by avalanche gain. It is a function of surface defects, bias vol-
tage, and surface area, among other things (ref. 7). Although
the shot noise produced by either of these currents usually is
negligible in comparison with signal- or background-gener-
ated shot noise or circuit thermal noise, it is considered here
for reasons of completeness. For a typical silicon APD, the
bulk and surface dark currents might be 0.1 and 10.0 hA,
respectively. Upon breaking the dark current into a gain-
dependent bulk component and a gain-independent surface
component, equation (3.4) can be rewritten as
-- 2k TeqG_.(f) = G2(els + el B + elDB) + elos + -- W/Hz
RL
(3.5)
Figure 3.2 illustrates the APD-equivalent circuit model and
typical parameter values. Equations (3.3) and (3.5) refer to
the signal and noise power at the input of the PPM time-slot
integrator. Since the integrator integrates current over an
integration time of 7- seconds, the output of the integrator
represents the total number of photoelectrons that result from
both signal and noise within a slot interval. The count distri-
bution is completely characterized by the mean and variance
as a result of treating the photoelectron count as a gaussian,
ergodic, random process. During signal and nonsignal slot
times, the mean value of the integrator output is, respectively,
(3.6)
The variance equals the average power in the noise at the
integrator output, which follows from
2
o; = E[x 2] - Ix,. (3.7)
where E[ ] denotes the expected value operator. Here, for a
random signal x(t), E[X _-] is the mean squarc value equal to
the total average power of the signal (de power + ac power),
whereas #2 is the power in the dc component alone. There-
fore, since the input noise power spectral density is G_(f),
the total output noise power, or variance, for a signal slot is
given by
'+¢o2 Gs(f) df (3.8)(l s _
Excess noise factor, F, dB ................. 5
Quantum efficiency, 11 ................... 0.85
Gain-independent dark current, IDS , nA ...... 10
Gain-dependent dark current, IDB: nA ....... 0.1
Intrinsic capacitance, C A + CQ, pP .......... 0.1
Thermal noise temperature, TEQ, K ......... 290
APD gain, G ............................ 200
Receiver toad resistor, RL ..... bandwidth driven
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photons II _ IS+IB I__
photons Q
I Dark
DB -,_----currents---_,- IDB
[ 1
APD Preamplifier
Figure 3.2.--Avalanche photodiode (APD) circuit model with high-impcdance preamplifier.
where Gy(f), the output-noise power spectral density, is
equal to
Gy(f) = IH(f)]2Gx(f) (3.9)
The Fourier transform of the impulse response of the integrator
h (t) is H(f). Since a unit impulse has unit area and since the
integration time is equal to the slot time _', the impulse response
of the integrator is simply
h(t) = 1 O < t <- r
= 0 all other cases
(3.10)
Taking the Fourier transform of h (t), we arrive at
sin(Trfr)
H(f) = r -- e-J_fT (3.11)
_f_,
IH(f) 12= r 2 sin2(Trfr) (3.12)
Off r) 2
Since Gx (f) is a flat-power spectral density constant over all
frequencies, we obtain
ioo
2 G_ (f) [H(f) 12 df(l s _-
--oo
= rG_(f)
__ __ __ 2k TeqX_= re G2ls + G21B + G2IDB + IDS+ _-LL] (3.13)
The variance in the photoelectron count during a nonsignal
2 is given by equation (3.13) with I, = 0slot an
__ __ 2k Teq_2 GZlB + G21OB + los +an = re
eR L /
(3.14)
Let us define the average signal photoelectron count per signal
time slot interval as
Ks = -r = c_Psr = Psr (3.15)
e
The mean of the integrator output during a signal slot can then
be expressed as m s = Gist = GKse. The SNR (i.e., average
signal power divided by the total average noise power) at the
integrator output, within a signal slot interval, is then
SNR -
2
ms
2
Gs
__ -- -- r2k Teq
G2rels + G2rels + G2relDs + relos + --
RL
1 r 1 r 2kTeq
G _ 7 G 2 r G 2 r + + G 2G2lSe + -_lSe + G2IDSe G_IDs; -- e 2 RL
K_ (3.16)
FK s + FKs + FKDs + KDs + KT
where F is the APD excess noise factor, and the noise photo-
electron counts caused by background radiation, bulk dark
current, surface dark current, and thermal noise, respectively,
are given by
18 los Ios r
K s = --7" KDB = --r KDS - _2 Kr =e e e e'G2RL
(3.17)
The denominator of equation (3.16) can be expressed as the
sum of a signal-dependent noise component FK s and a signal-
independent noise component KN given by
KN = F(Ks + KDB) + KDS + Kr (3.18)
The SNR can therefore be written as
SNR = X_ (3.19)
FKs + KN
Note that in the absence of all background, dark current, and
thermal noise, the SNR = K s/F and is bounded by signal-
generated shot noise and APD gain noise. It also should be
noted that the excess noise factor F for an APD is related to
the average gain G by
F=keffG+ (l-keff) (2-tl (3.20)
where keff is the ratio between the hole and electron-ionization
coefficients, or the effective ionization ratio. The smaller the
ionization ratio, the better, since avalanche noise is lowest in
APD's where the gain process is generated primarily by the
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highest-mobility carriers. A typical value of ken is 0.01,
although values as low as 0.007 have been achieved.
As expressed in equation (3.17), the thermal noise count
Kr is time-slot dependent. From equation (3.17), it appears
that Kj. can be made negligible simply by making the preampli-
fier load resistance RL large enough. However, to allow good
pulse reproduction and to prevent the smearing of pulse
energy into adjacent PPM time slots, the detector-preampli-
tier circuit bandwidth Wf must be set approximately equal to
the pulse bandwidth, Wt, = 1/7-. If we let C = CQ + CA
be the total intrinsic capacitance of the detector-preamplifier
circuit (fig. 3.2), then the circuit can be approximated
by a simple low-pass resistor-capacitor (RC) filter whose 3-dB
bandwidth is Wj= 1/(27rRLC). Therefore, RL affects both
the receiver bandwidth and the thermal-noise count Kr.
Although increasing RL reduces the thermal-noise count, it
also reduces the receiver bandwidth. For reasonably good
pulse fidelity, we want
1 1
- = Wp = - = r -_ 2rRtC (3.21)Wf 27rRLC 7-
If we now assume that, as the time slot width 7"changes, Rt.
is adjustcd so as to always satisfy equation (3.21), then the
thermal-noise count can be expressed as
KT _ 2kT_.qT"= 2kT,.,C(2rrRLC) __ 4rrkT,.uC
e2G2RL e2GZRI, e2_ _-
(3.22)
which is time-slot independent. Therefore, the photoelectron
counts resulting from signal, background radiation, and dark
current are time-slot dependent, whereas under the assumption
in equation (3.21), the thermal noise count can be considered
to be time-slot independent (ref. 8). This distinction is impor-
tant because, as will be shown later, the BER performance of
M-ary PPM depends on whether the dominant noise contri-
butor is time-slot dependent (i.e., 7"-dependen0 or time-slot inde-
pendent (i.e.,7" -independent).
In terms of signal and noise photoelectron counts, the means
and variances of the count distribution (gaussian) for signal
and nonsignal PPM time slots at the integrator output are
m n _ 0
2 e2(G)2(FKs + KN)0 s
0 2 = e2((_)2KA,,
(3.23)
If we let the photoelectron count at the integrator output be
denoted by the random variable X, then the corresponding
gaussian probability densities are
p,(x) = N(m_. o:;) - v'U_ro, e[-f'- - "")_/>':1 )
3p,,(x) = N(m,,,o_) - 1 e(.,-:/__o_) (3.24)
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The integrator will produce a photoelectron count for each of
the M time slots. One of these time slots will contain the signal
pulse, whcreas the remaining M - 1 slots will contain only
noise. If we let s be the photoelectron count of the signal slot,
then the probability that the photoelectron count n in an
arbitrary nonsignal slot is less than s is given by
Prob (n < s) = I p,, (x) dr
= i,_ l (_¢/2O_)dr
, __ v_a,----_,e
= 1 - Q(s/o,,) (3.25)
where Q(x) is the "communications" complementary error
function, defined as the area under the standard normal density
(i.e., zero mean and unit variance) from u = x to infinity
-- e (-u'-/2) dlt
Q(x) =- _,_ .
(3.26)
The probability that the signal-slot count is the maximum
count over all slots is equal to the probability that the counts
of all M- 1 nonsignal slots are less than s
3 - ",M- I
(3.27)
Equation (3.27) gives the probability of correctly deciding a
PPM word for a specific value s of the signal-slot count. Note,
however, that the signal-slot count is a gaussian random
variable. Therefore, equation (3.27) must be averaged over
all values of s so that the probability of a correct PPM word
(PWC) decision is
PWC = 1 - Q p_(s) ds
= 1 - O 2"_0_
-- e [ (s - m)'-/2O_]ds
(3.28)
lfwe make a change in the variable and let u = (s - m_)lo,
equation (3.28) becomes
PWC - V2r5_ 1 - Q - - e(-UZ/2)du
°,, //
(3.29)
Theprobabilityof aPPMworderror(PWE)is thensimply
I - PWC. Since PPM consists of M orthogonal signals, the
bit error rate, BER = PB, is related to the word (or symbol)
error rate by
P8 number of ways bit error can occur _ M/2
PWE number of ways word error can occur M- 1
(3.30)
This equation follows from the fact that, for a given transmitted
PPM word, there are M - I incorrect words in the signal set,
and for any bit position, half the words in the set will contain
the wrong bit. As M increases, the BER will approach half
the word error rate. From equations (3.29) and (3.30), the
BER for M-ary PPM direct detection using maximum count
detection is therefore
1M I 'PB-- 12M-I 2x/_
(3.31)
Since m_, a s, and o,, are related to the signal and noise
photoelectron counts through equation (3.23), equation (3.3 I)
can be used to determine the signal photoelectron count and,
therefore, the power necessary to achieve a particular BER,
given PPM order M, bit rate R, background power Pn, and the
detector and preamplifier parameters. Unfortunately, equation
(3.31) cannot be expressed in closed form; however, for
M = 2 (BPPM), equation (3.31) can be simplified as
From equation (3.31), for a given set of detector and
preamplifier parameters (_7, G, F, Teq, C, IDs, Io_), wc find
that the BER performance of M-ary PPM depends on Ks, Kx,
and M. The signal-independent noise component K_,_,,in turn,
depends on the r-dependent noise counts (Ks, KD_, Kt_s) and
on the r-independent noise count Kr (RL is assumed to be
adjusted with slot width so as to always satisfy equation (3.21)).
Finally, the slot width 7. is related to the data rate R and the
PPM order M through equation (3.1).
For a given data rate, the BER performance for different
values of M depends on whether the dominant noise is time-
slot-dependent background or dark-current noise or time-slot-
independent thermal noise. For example, if background noise
is dominant, then for a given signal count, BER improves as
M increases (fig. 3.3) because fewer background noise photo-
electrons occur in the narrower slot time as M increases. Like-
wise, for a given BER, the required signal count Ks decreases
as M increases. From equation (3.35), we observe that the
required average power also will be reduced at a higher PPM
order (R is assumed constant). The calculation of equation
(3.34), however, shows that the required peak power increases
with increasing M (since the change in Ks is not as great as
the change in 7").
On the other hand, if thermal noise dominates, then for a
given signal count, the BER worsens as M increases (figure
3.4). Likewise, the required signal count to maintain a given
BER increases as M increases. This is because the thermal
noise count Kr remains nearly constant, regardless of the slot
width, whereas the probability of making a PPM word error
increases as M increases because there are more word slots.
Figure 3.4 illustrates, however, that Ks changes slowly with
M, so that as M increases, the required average power is
m 2s : _ 100
11)-1
where (eqs. (3.14) and (3.16))
10.2
K_
= (3.33)
Once K s has been found for a desired BER, the correspond- m_10"4
ing, required received peak-pulse power can be found from
equations (3.1) and (3.15) as 10 "5
Ks Ks MR hu MR 10 "6
P, - ...... Ks - -- -- (3.34)
o_r o_ log 2 M r/ log 2 M
10.7
The required, received average power is then simply
7. r P_
Pr=P_-=Ps--- "
• T Mr M
hu R
- Ks (3.35)
r/ log2 M
I I 1 I
PPM order
2
1
I
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
Signalphotoelectrons per slot, KS
Figure 3.3.--Bi1 error rale (BER) versus signal photocounls per slot for
M-ary PPM. (Dominant noise is background noise).
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Figure 3.4,--Bit error rate (BER) versus signal photocounts per slot for
M-ary PPM (dominant noise is thermal noise).
reduced while the required peak power is increased, for a
constant data rate.
Consequently, using a high-order PPM reduces the average
power requirement along with the transmitter laser pulse
repetition frequency (PRF). Disadvantages of such use include
higher peak-power requirements, larger receiver bandwidth,
and greater modulator and demodulator complexity. The opti-
mal choice for M in a particular application will depend on the
type of transmitter-laser to be used and on receiver-bandwidth
limitations. For example, semiconductor lasers are not suit-
able for high M-ary PPM systems because of their low peak-
to-average power ratio, whereas, for high M-ary systems,
Nd:YAG lasers often are used.
4.0 Bit-Error-Rate Performance of
Heterodyne Optical Detection
This section considers the BER performance of heterodyne
detection using various digital modulation methods. Heterodyne
or homodyne systems can offer a significantly greater receiver
sensitivity than can direct-detection systems, which means,
in effect, that a given BER can be achieved with less received
signal power (or with fewer signal counts per bit). Such systems
also offer much higher background-noise rejection, shown in
section 5. Greater receiver sensitivity is contingent on two
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factors: (l) the received-signal and LO optical fields must be
polarization matched and spatially aligned so that their focused
patterns overlap on the detector surface; (2) the two fields must
have a high degree of spatial and temporal coherence. The
quantum-limited BER can only be achieved under these con-
ditions (section 4.1), and phase noise in either laser can
seriously degrade BER performance (section 4.2). Consequently,
optical sources must have high-frequency stability and narrow
spectral line width such that the natural emission spectrum
constitutes at most a few percent of the transmitted bit rate.
Otherwise, the transmitter laser's emission spectrum masks
the desired signal spectrum.
Semiconductor lasers, in particular, suffer from large
spectral line width and frequency instability; they usually
oscillate on several longitudinal modes within the laser cavity.
For example, a semiconductor laser diode in a fiber-optic
direct-detection system may have a line width of 400 GHz.
Since typical data rates may range from 10 to 1000 Mbps for
optical intersatellite links (ISL's), optical sources with line
widths on the order of 100 kHz to 10 MHz are needed for
coherent systems. Semiconductor lasers can achieve such
bandwidths when induced to oscillate in a single longitudinal
mode through the use of distributed feedback techniques or
by extending the optical cavity length through the use of an
external reflecting cavity. Achievement of such bandwidths
by either means results in a reduction in available output power
from the laser (in tens, rather than hundreds, of milliwatts).
4.1 Quantum-Limited Bit-Error-Rate Performance of
Heterodyne Detection
As discussed in section 2, optical heterodyning shifts the
spectrum of the desired information signal from the optical
carrier frequency _s to the IF wtF = 60s - 60b where 60Lis the
optical frequency of the LO laser. (In the case of homodyning,
where o_L = _0s, the signal spectrum is shifted directly to
baseband.) At the output of the IF filter, the desired signal
current is given by equations (2.11) or (2.17), which, in
general, can be expressed as
where
s(t) = A(t) cos [Wot + _b(t)]
A(t) = As(t)ALK = 2",fffs(t)PL ae
(4. l)
60o _ 60IF _ 60S -- _L
4_(t) = O/r(t) = Os(t) -- OL
If one assumes that the LO laser is stable (i.e., that AL, coL,
and OLare constant), then, as in digital RF communications,
information can be encoded by varying the amplitude (ASK),
frequency (FSK), or phase (PSK) of the transmitted optical
field. In practice, modulation of the laser is accomplished either
externally, with electro-optic or acousto-optic techniques, or
internally,bydirectm_ulationofasemiconductorlaser'sdrive
current.Althought eseare the three basic digital modulation
formats, all the modulation schemes that have been developed
for RF systems can, in principle, be used in optical heterodyne
systems. If T_ is the symbol duration, then the general analytic
expressions of the IF signal for M-ary ASK, FSK, and PSK
are, respectively,
ASK: si(t) =Ai(t)cos(w,,t+ch) O < t < Ts i= 1..... M
FSK: s,(t) =A cos(wd+q5) 0<t< T_ i= 1 ..... M
PSK: s,(t) =A cos[w,,t+qSi(t) 1 0<t< T_ i= 1..... M
(4.2)
Since the IF receiver requires knowledge of the IF carrier
phase to generate the local reference signals, the IF detection
in this case is coherent. Alternatively, as with RF systems,
we can use suboptimum noncoherent techniques, such as
envelope detection or differential detection. Noncoherent
detection is simpler and provides greater immunity to phase
noise because the receiver does not require knowledge of the
IF carrier phase. For this reason, noncoherent FSK (NCFSK)
is often the preferred modulation method for optical heterodyne
systems that use semiconductor lasers (ref. 9).
Since LO shot noise can be approximated as zero-mean,
additive, white gaussian noise, the BER perfornlance of var-
ious modulation schemes using coherent and noncoherent
IF detection can be arrived at directly from the corresponding
RF BER equations simply by replacing EJN,, with
where ,;b,(t) = 27ri/M. Note that, because the symbols in
equation (4.2) are sinusoidal waveforms, the average power
per symbol is P = A2/2. Therefore, the symbol energy is
A2T_ 2 eo_ T.,
E .... 2PLPse2_2T (4.3)
2 2
Gagliardi (ref. 4) and others have shown that, under a strong
LO condition, the LO shot noise, which becomes the dominant
noise source at the detector output, can be accurately modeled
as an additive, white gaussian noise random process ns(t)
whose two-sided power spectral density is, from equation
(2.15), written as
= e_e2Pc (4.4)
2
If we assume that the IF filter transfer function is flat (i.e.,
that IH(w)] = 1) over the desired IF signal bandwidth, then
the received signal at the filter output is given by
r(t) = si(t) + G(t) O <_ t <_ T_ i= 1 ..... M (4.5)
The function of the IF detector, therefore, is to decide which
of the signals in the signal set si(t), was transmitted, given
the received signal r(t). Since the LO shot noise can be
modeled as zero-mean additive, white gaussian noise, the
determination of the optimum-detection method and BER
performance proceeds in exactly the same manner as for RF
systems corrupted by zero-mean additive, white gaussian
thermal noise with a two-sided spectral density of No/2. In
particular, the optimum IF detector is a correlation receiver
that, over each symbol period T_, computes the correlation
of the received signal r(t) with each of the possible transmitted
signals s i(t), and chooses the one with the largest correlation.
E 2PLP, o_2e2_
-- = - P,_T_ = K s counts/symbol (4.6)
N., 2c_e2PL
where Ks is the average number of photoelectrons per symbol,
or photoelectrons per bit when M = 2. Table 4.1 lists the
theoretical receiver sensitivities for some common binary
modulation schemes. If a bipolar signal of amplitude A is
assumed for the binary baseband waveform, homodyne detection
provides receiver sensitivity that is 3 dB greater than that
provided by the corresponding heterodyne detection, since the
symbol energy is twice as large (E = A2T_). Therefore, as
indicated in table 4.1, homodyne binary phase shift keying
(BPSK) has the highest sensitivity of all unencoded optical
detection schemes. However, this performance improvement
TABLE 4. I.--QUANTUM-LIMITED BER PERFORMANCE OF
BINARY MODULATION SCHEMES USING OPTICAL
HETERODYNE AND HOMODYNE DETECTION
l t e(-U"/2ldu'][Complementary error function = Q(x) v_'_
• I
Modulation Bit error rate, Modulation Bit error rate,
BER BER
Heterodyne detection Homodyne detection
ASK
FSK
PSK
NC FSK
NC DPSK
e [,iK¢2]
I e(._gs/2 )
2
I_et_Ks)
2
PSK
ASK
Q [v4Ks]
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Figure 4, I,--Bit error rale (BER) versus signal photoeounts/bi[ fi_r heterodyne
detection.
is possible only if the LO laser is phase locked to the received
optical carrier through an optical phase-locked loop (PLL).
Figure 4.1 plots BER versus signal counts per bit for the
various modulation schemes.
4.2 Degradation Resulting From Laser Phase Noise
The BER equations given in table 4.1 assume that both the
transmitting and LO laser sources are ideal, single-frequency
sources with zero phase noise 0.e., zero line width). In reality,
the lasers have nonzero line width, and the resulting phase
noise, or jitter, on the laser carrier causes the phase of the
received IF signal to fluctuate randomly in time. In the pres-
ence of this phase noise, a coherent demodulator that requires
a local IF carrier that is phase and frequency locked to the
unmodulated, received IF carrier will suffer BER degradation.
Noncoherent demodulators, however, will be less sensitive to
phase noise, since a synchronized local carrier is not needed
for detection.
As will be shown, BER degradation resulting from laser
phase noise is primarily a function of the laser-line-width to
bit-rate ratio--the smaller the line width in comparison to the
bit rate, the smaller the degradation. The following discussion
fi)cuses on semiconductor lasers, since these typically have
much larger line widths than do gaseous (e.g., CO2) or solid-
state (e.g., Nd:YAG) lasers.
The spectral line shape of the unmodulated output of a
semiconductor laser can be approximated by a Lorentzian
function, plotted in figure 4.2 and defined by
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Af/2 7r
L(f) = (4.7)
Or--f,) 2 + (Af/2) 2
where f, is the nominal center frequency and where Af, the
line width in hertz, is the full width of the function defined
by the points on the curve that are at half the maximum value
(i.e., the full width at half maximum). Assuming negligible
amplitude noise and ignoring long-term frequency drift, the
output of the laser may be modeled as
r(t) = A cos [wot + q_(t)] (4.8)
where o_+,= 27rf, is the center frequency in radians per
second and where 4_(t) is the random phase noise. Since
instantaneous frequency is the time derivative of instantaneous
phase, the frequency fluctuation noise is simply the first
derivative, _ (t).
The power spectrum of the laser frequency noise consists
of three major components (ref. 9). The first component is
a low-frequency disturbance called frequency flicker noise,
which has a 1If dependence, where f refers to frequency
relative to the nominal center frequency. Frequency flicker
noise is caused primarily by laser-temperature fluctuations.
The second and most important component is white-frequency
noise, which extends over a broad spectral range and has a
one-sided, flat spectral density given by
S_(f) = 47rAf (rad/sec)2/Hz (4.9)
The third component is a peak at the laser cavity's resonant
frequency and typically occurs at several gigahertz. Since a
well-designed system can track out the low-frequency flicker
noise and since the resonant peak usually is far above the
system bandwidth, only the white frequency noise component
contributes to the IF signal phase noise. Recalling the Fourier
transform property for time differentiation
e-
e'-
J
0
..-4
I t I I I
-2 0 2 4
Frequency deviation, f" fo
Af
Figure 4.2.--The Lorentzian line shape function.
d
--x(t) ¢, (j2rcf)X(f) (4.10)
dt
it is apparent that the frequency noise power spectral density
(PSD) is related to the phase noise PSD S¢,(f) by
S_(f) = (2rcf) 2Sc_(f) (4.1 1)
Hence, following equation (4.9), the one-sided phase noise
PSD is given by
S_(f) 47rAf Af rad2/H z (4.12)
S_(f) - (27rf) 2 (2_rf) 2 - 7rf2
Because heterodyning merely translates any noise or signal
spectrum from the optical carrier frequency fo to the IF car-
rier frequencyj_F, the spectral density of the unmodulated IF
signal also is Lorentzian. Because the IF signal phase noise
equals the difference between two statistically independent
phase noises (the transmitting laser phase noise and the LO
laser phase noise), the line width of the IF signal is the sum
of the individual laser line widths. Therefore, if we assume
each laser has line width Af, the one-sided PSD of the IF signal
phase noise is
2af
s_,r(f) = 7)7 (4.13)
The PSD of the IF phase noise (eq. (4.13)) and LO shot noise
(eq. (4.4)) now can be used to determine the BER degradation
of heterodyne receivers that use coherent IF demodulation.
In a coherent demodulator, a local reference signal that is
synchronized in both phase and frequency to the received,
unmodulated carrier usually is generated by means of a phase-
locked loop (PLL). A block diagram of a general-order PLL
appears in figure 4.3. The general-order PLL is the simplest
configuration and can only be used when the input signal
_)
 Au''cHgain control Phase(AGC) detectoror Ilmlter
s_
Loop filter,
F(s)
So(t)
Voltage- I sv(t)
controlled
oscillator
Figure 4.3.--Block diagram of a simple phase-locked loop. (See equations
(4-14) to (4-19) for definitions of signals.)
spectrum has a component at the carrier frequency (e.g., when
a pilot signal is transmitted along with the information signal).
Other PLL configurations (e.g., a squaring PLL or Costas
PLL) must be used for systems that do not transmit a pilot
signal and that use modulation schemes such as binary (BPSK)
or quaternary phase shift keying (QPSK), which do not con-
tain a carrier component. The basic PLL consists of a phase
detector, a loop filter with transfer function F(s) and a voltage-
controlled oscillator (VCO) whose output frequency deviation
is proportional to its input (fig. 4.3). The output of the phase
detector is proportional to the phase difference ¢, = 05- 0
between the input signal and VCO output signal. The phase
detector usually is modeled as an ideal multiplier followed by
a low-pass filter. If we let the PLL input signal be
s(t) = A cos (cot + 05) (4.14)
and the output signal from the VCO be
So(t, =Avcos (cot+O+;)=-Avsin(o_t+O) (4.15)
then the phase detector output before low-pass filtering is
Sd(t) = s(t)So(t)
= --AA v cos (wt + 05) sin (_0t + 0)
-AAv [sin (2wt + 05 + 0) - sin (05 - 0)]
2
(4.1 6)
After low-pass filtering to remove the double frequency term,
the phase-detector output is
AA
Sa(t) = ---,___2sin (05 -- 0) = Ka sin _b (4.17)
2
Note that, because of the sine function, the phase detector has
a nonlinear characteristic, and therefore the PLL represents
a nonlinear system. If, however, we assume that the loop
previously has acquired the input signal carrier frequency and
phase and is in a tracking mode, then the phase error is small
enough to allow
Sd(t ) = Kasin_b = Kag/ = Ka(05 - O) (4.18)
When equation (4.18) is satisfied, the loop operates in a
linear mode, and we can apply linear-control system techniques
to determine the PLL closed-loop transfer function. Since the
VCO generates a sinusoidal output whose frequency deviation
from the input frequency is proportional to its input, the trans-
fer characteristic of the VCO is
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=dO
--=K,.s_(t) (4.19)
dt
where K_. is a constant. If we now use the Laplace transform
and take £[_b(t)] = _b(s) as the input signal and £[0(t)] = O(s)
as the output signal, we have, from equation (4.19),
O(s) K_
sO (s) = KvSv(s) - (4.20)
&(s) s
as the transfer function of the VCO. The open-loop transfer
function is then simply
KaK,,F(s)
G(s) - (4.21)
Since unity feedback is present, the closed-loop transfer
function is
H(s) -
O(s) G(s)
av(s) 1 + G(s)
KdK_.F(s)/s KjKvF(s)
i + KdK,.F(s)/s s + KjKvF(s)
(4.22)
Finally, the phase-error transfer function is given by
q(s) ,I,(s) - O(s)
,I,(s) ,I,(s)
- 1 - H(s) (4.23)
From equation (4.22), we see that the loop dynamics (i.e.,
zeros and poles) are controlled by the loop filter transfer
function F(s). When equation (4.22) is of the second order,
it is customary to express its denominator in the form
s 2 + 29w,s + w] (4.24)
where _ and co,,are the damping factor and natural frequency,
respectively. Two other important parameters of the PLL are
the open-loop dc gain
K = KdK_,F(O) (4.25)
and the noise-equivalent single-sided bandwidth
loo
1 [H(f) l Zdf
BN=_ , o
(4.26)
In equation (4.26), H(f) is obtained from H(s) by making
the substitution s = j2rcf, and Ho is the maximum gain (i.e.,
2O
Ho = IH(f)] .... ). Recall that the noise equivalent bandwidth
is so named because it represents the bandwidth of an ideal
rectangular filter with constant gain Ho, which passes the
same amount of noise power as does the actual filter with
transfer function H(f) with white noise present at its input.
Accordingly, if the PLL is operating in the linear (i.e.,
tracking) mode and the input is the IF signal (with phase noise)
plus LO shot noise (modeled as additive, white gaussian noise),'
then the phase error if(t) can be approximated as a zero-mean,
gaussian random process whose variance is of the form
(ref. 10)
o3 = o2 + o20 (4.27)
Here, 02SN is the phase error variance resulting from LO
shot noise, and o2 is the phase-error variance resulting from
laser phase noise. Because linear PLL operation is assumed,
the shot-noise contribution is analogous to that which occurs
for additive, white gaussian thermal noise and is given by
o2sN -- 2NaBN (4.28)
where N_ is the LO shot-noise single-sided PSD, and AIF is
the IF carrier amplitude. Using the IF signal phase-noise
single-sided PSD in equation (4.13) and the phase error trans-
fer function in equation (4.23) gives a phase noise contribu-
tion to the phase-error variance of
l= l=_2 u = S¢,g(f) ]1 - H(f)[Zdf = 2Af ]1 -- H(f)l 2
-- f2 df
_0 7r 0
(4.29)
If, for simplicity, we approximate H(f) by an ideal low-pass
filter of bandwidth BN, then equation (4.29) can be simplified to
o_,N= 2kf (4.30)
_BN
Of course, a more accurate value requires specific knowledge
of the PLL closed-loop transfer function H(f). Spilker (ref. 11)
describes a particular, widely used, second-order PLL for
which the damping factor is ¢ = 1/',/2 (for good transient
response) and the phase-error variance is
o_N = 3.7 2Af (4.31)
_BN
In general, other loop-transfer functions will yield different values
for the multiplying constant. If we let the multiplying constant
be denoted by p and make the appropriate substitutions for
N, and Air, the total phase-error variance can be expressed as which, after low-pass filtering, becomes
o,_ 2N, B v 2Af A A= " ' +p-- v(t)=-cos(_,,-$,,)=-cos(¢)
A _F 7rBN " 2 2
2(2_e2pL)BN 2&f
(4.32)
B N T 2Af BNT+ 2Af
-----+p---- p
c_p,. T 7rBv Ks. 7rBN
Note from equation (4.32) that decreasing the loop band-
width decreases the phase-error variance resulting from LO
shot noise but increases the error variance resulting from laser
phase noise. Since we would like to minimize the total phase-
error variance, the optimum value of the loop bandwidth can
be found by taking the first derivative of equation (4.32) with
respect to B,v, setting it equal to zero, and solving for BN.
Hence,
Oo__ T 2&fp
OBx K_ rB_
-- 0 (4.33)
, =Ik_ ¢ 2pKsAfTB,..,. V _ - 7r R_ (4.34)
where R s = 1/T is the symbol rate. By substituting By,, for
B_,,,in equation (4.32), we arrive at the minimum phase-'_rror
variance in terms of the laser line width-to-symbol rate ratio of
°¢ ..... * 7rK. +
2pAf/Rs
_/2pKsrr Af / R_
(4.35)
Now consider the effect of zero-mean gaussian random
phase error with a variance equal to equation (4.35) on the
BER of those systems using IF coherent demodulation. Suppose
that the received signal without noise in a BPSK system during
a particular symbol interval is of the form
s(t) = A cos (CoiFt + 49o) (4.36)
If we demodulate the signal by multiplying s (t) with a reference
IF carrier c(t) whose phase is not 49, but 60, we obtain
s(t)c(t) = A cos (wmt + 49,,) cos (WlFt + _,,)
= -- cos (2O)lFt + 49o+ 6o) + cos (49,, -- 6o)
2
(4.37)
(4.38)
Thus, the effect of a static phase error ¢, is to reduce the
signal amplitude by the amount of cos _band therefore the
signal power and symbol energy by the amount of cos2_b. The
same result holds for coherent binary FSK and ASK. The effect
of carrier phase error is even more severe on multiphasc PSK
and quadrature (QAM) since, in addition to causing the power
reduction, the phase error results in cross-talk interference
between the signal's in-phase and quadrature components. There-
fore, under static phase-error conditions, the BER's of the
coherent schemes listed in table 4.1 are found by nmltiplying
Ks in the expressions by cos2ff. For example, for BPSK, we
would have
BER = Q ['/2Ks cos-'_b] (4.39)
Finally, under a random phase error condition wherein the
phase error is modeled by a gaussian probability density, the
average BER can be found by taking the expected value of
equation (4.39). As such, in the presence of laser phase noise,
the average BER of heterodyne BPSK is given by
oo_ 1 Q[',/2K s cosZ_b] e(-¢"/'-4)dd/ (4.40)
where o_ is the phase-error variance given in equation (4.32).
Similarly, the average BER of heterodyne BFSK is given by
BER¢ - x/'_ro¢ , - o_Q I s ] ¢'-/2°'_)d_ (4.41)
and the average BER for coherent binary ASK, by
BER_ - V_-_ro¢ , Q e ( ¢-'/20_)d_b (4.42)
--oo
The degradation resulting from laser line width can be
evaluated by use of these equations. For example, table 4.2
lists the power penalty associated with the laser phase noise
for a heterodyne BPSK system for several values of laser line
width-to-bit rate ratio at 10 -6 and 10-° BER. (The power
penalty is defined here as the increase in the number of signal
photoelectrons per bit K s , in decibels, necessary to maintain
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TABLE 4.2.--POWER PENALTY RESULTING
FROM LASER PHASE NOISE FOR
HETERODYNE BPSK USING OPTIMAL LOOP
BANDWIDTH AND 0 = 3.7
Laser-line-width
to bit-rate
ratio,
Af/R b,
percent
0.5
l.O
1.5
2.0
2.5
5.0
10.0
Bit error rate, BER
10 6 10 o
gsideal
12 18
K s Loss, K s
dB
14 0.7 25
17 1.5 35
21 2.4 45
26 3.4 55
30 4.0 67
55 6.6 130
110 9.6 259
Loss,
dB
1.4
2.9
4.0
4.9
5.7
8.6
11.6
a given BER in relation to the quantum-limited value found
from the expressions in table 4.1 .) The values in table 4.2 were
computed with the optimum PLL bandwidth in equation (4.35)
to minimize phase-error variance with p = 3.7. Note that even
with the optimum loop bandwidth, laser line width must be
held to about 1 percent of the bit rate to avoid significant power
penalty.
Laser phase noise also causes degradation of noncoherent
detection schemes, such as envelope-detected orthogonal
FSK and differentially detected differential phase shift keying
(DPSK). Phase noise degrades the orthogonality of the FSK
tones so that in addition to being a function of the photo-
electrons per bit, the BER becomes a function of the tone
spacing and laser line width. Owing to the complexity of the
BER derivation of noncoherently detected orthogonal FSK in
the presence of phase noise, only the final results from refer-
ence 9 will be given here. If we assume that the phase noise
is modeled as a random frequency noise 3' that is zero-mean
2 =_ d_fRb/zc ' the BER of non-gaussian with a variance of a s
coherent binary FSK can be approximated by
BER = --
4-_o_ _2 1-
(4.43)
where
t3(7) = Ks [ sin(rr(.___71.(3`+-+-Vd_)T)12Vd)TJ
The Marcum Q function QM (a,b) is defined by
= l'el-("2+x2'/211o(aX)x dxQu(a,b)
_b
and Ud is the tone spacing
(4.44)
TABLE 4.3.--POWER PENALTY RESULTING FROM LASER
PHASE NOISE FOR NONCOHERENT BFSK
Laser-line-width
to bit-rate
ratio,
Af/R b,
percent
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
5.0
10.0
Bit error rate, BER
10-6 10-9
Loss, dB
vd = R b ud = 2Rb vd = Rb _'a = 2Rb
0.2 -0 0.3 -0
.5 .1 1.1 .2
.8 .2 3.0 .5
1.7 .4 9.1 .8
3.0 .5 (a) 1.3
(a) 2.1 (a) 6.6
(a) 12.5 (a) (a)
aFor these entries no amount of signal power can achieve the desired 8ER since it is
below Ihe irreducible error rate_
and lo(z) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of
order zero given by
2 l x-12Io(Z) = -- cosh(zsinO) dO (4.45)
7r "J O
Table 4.3 lists the power penalties derived through these
equations for two values of the tone spacing, at once and twice
the bit rate, respectively, and for several values of the laser
line width-to-bit rate ratio. As we would expect, these values
indicate that noncoherent BFSK is less sensitive to the phase
noise than is coherent BPSK and that increasing the tone
spacing for a given line width reduces the sensitivity. Because
the phase noise is not additive noise, which can be overcome
by simply increasing the signal power, the phase noise for
some of the entries in table 4.3 attains such a level of
dominance that the desired BER cannot be achieved regardless
of the magnitude of Ks . The irreducible error rate, or error-
rate floor, introduced by the phase noise has been estimated
(ref. 9) to be
Ud/R b ]
BERnoor = Q [V4_f-_bTr)J NFSK
(4.46)
Therefore, for a given bit rate, increasing the tone spacing
lowers the error-rate floor, whereas increasing the line width
raises the floor.
Like that for noncoherent FSK, an exact BER analysis for
DPSK in the presence of phase noise is extremely difficult to
obtain. However, for small line-width to bit-rate ratios, the
phase noise corrupted BER for DPSK can be approximated
(ref. 9) by
1 [  .12 ]BER = - e Ks + Q (4.47)2 _/2/Ks + 167rAf/(3Rb)
= 22
= =
Taking the limit of equation (4.47) as K_'_ the BER floor is
37r
BERnoor = Q DPSK (4.48)
When we use equation (4.48), the error-rate floor becomes
less than 10-9 once the laser line width has reached 1 percent
of the data rate, and less than [0 -b once the laser linewidth
has 1.5 percent of the data rate.
5.0 Determination of Interfering
Background Power
In addition to collecting desired-signal power, the optical
receiver also collects interfering background radiation that
degrades system performance. Section 5.1 presents equations
for computing background power in which the background
source is modeled as a black-body radiator. Section 5.2 discusses
the relative immunity of the heterodyne optical receiver to back-
ground radiation.
5.1 Computation of Background Power
Recall that a plane wave arriving normal to the receiving
aperture plane produces a Fraunhofer diffraction, or Airy
pattern, in the telescope's focal plane, with the angular radius
of the Airy disk, or focal spot, being given by 0,, = 1.22X/D,
where D is the aperture diameter. Here, we are assuming the
presence of diffraction-limited optics (i.e., image quality is
limited only by diffraction effects because lens and mirror
aberrations are negligible). Plane waves that arrive at the receiver
off-axis produce Airy patterns in the focal plane that are displaced
from the detector's center. If a plane wave arrives at the receiver
at a large enough off-axis angle, the plane wave's pattern shifts
off the detector's surface and cannot even be detected. Therefore,
the receiver field of view (FOV) can be defined as the solid
angle, looking out from the detector surface, within which all
plane waves must arrive in order to project their diffraction
patterns on the detector. A conical FOV, described by a planar
angle 0 (full angle in radians) is related to the corresponding
solid angle FOV fl (in steradians) by
[2 4_r sin 2 0: - sr (5.1)
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If we assume a circular detector of radius ra and area
A a = _rr_, then the receiver planar-angle FOV is
r,t 2rj
0_. = 2 tan -1 -- --_-- (5.2)f f
and the receiver solid-angle FOV is
(_)2 -- Trrd -- Adf_, = 4_r sin 20Ji,4_ 47r f2 f_ (5.3)
wherefis the focal length. In equations (5.2) and (5.3), the
small-angle approximation, sin 0 = tan 0 _ 0 for 0 <- 0.1 rad,
has been used. Since the measure of a telescope's resolution
is given by the Rayleigh criterion, two distant point .sources, each
of which produces an Airy pattern image in the focal plane,
are "just resolvable" if their angular separation equals the angular
radius of the Airy disc of either image (0,, = 1.22X/D). If their
angular separation is less than this value, the two images
overlap too much to be distinguished as separate sources and,
thus, are termed "unresolvable." Although this measure of
resolution is somewhat arbitrary-, it enables the receiver
diffraction-limited FOV to be defined as the solid angle,
looking out from the detector, within which all plane waves
are indistinguishable in terms of their direction of arrival. Thus,
the images of plane waves arriving within the diffraction-limited
FOV are superimposed on one another and appear as a single
source. Following equation (5.2), the diffraction-limited planar
angle FOV is OaL= 20,, and the diffraction-limited solid
angle FOV is
f/at = 47r sin _ = 7r07_= (i.22)2_r_-52
(5.4)
where Ar is the receiver aperture area. Figure (5. l) shows the
relationship between the receiver FOV and its diffraction-
limited FOV. Note from equations (5.3) and (5.4) that, since
k is on the order of microns, whereas detector dimensions are
on the order of millimeters in an optical system, the receiver
FOV typically is much larger than the diffraction-limited FOV.
For example, if the focal length f is set to approximately the
aperture diameter D, the ratio of receiver FOV to diffraction-
limited FOV is
(5.5)
_,IL (1.22) 2 X2
/'- Lensarea,Av
/ Detector
11 . T
flfv _ _.2f2 T
Figure 5.1.--Relationship between receiver field of view. fit,,. and
diffraction-limited field of view, flat..
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Again as an example, for a l-_m wavelength and a 1-mm
diameter detector, this ratio is about 100 000. The ratio f_._,/f_oz
is considered to be the optical field's number of spatial modes
in that waves occurring within a single spatial mode or diffraction-
limited FOV cannot be resolved or differentiated from one
another (ref. 4).
Since many sources of background radiation, such as stars.
have spectral characteristics approximating those of a black
body, Planck's formula for black body spectra can be used
to estimate the amount of collected background power. For
a black body of temperature T in degrees kelvin, the spectral
radiance--the power radiated at frequency u, per unit of source
area, into a unit solid-angle, per-unit bandwidth--is given by
2hv3/c 2
- W/(m 2 - Hz - sr) (5.6)
I( v, T) e (h,/kr) _ 1
where
h Planck constant, 6.626x 10 -34 J-sec
k Boltzmann constant, !.381x 10 -23 J/K
c light speed in vacuum, 2.998 x 10 s m/sec
The Planck function also can be expressed in terms of
wavelength by setting the power emitted by the source per unit-
of-area per unit-of-solid-angle in a frequency interval dv to
the power emitted per unit-of-area per unit-of-solid-angle in
a wavelength interval dX as
l(v,T) dv = I(X,T) dX (5.7)
Since v = clX and dv/dX = -clX 2 (the minus sign indicates
that frequency decreases as wavelength increases), we have
I v de c
/(X,T) = (,r) _ =/(,,,7-)
2hc2/X 5
W/(m 2 - m - sr)
e (hc/xkl) -- l
(5.8)
Table 5.1 lists the spectral radiance of various bodies at two
wavelengths as computed from equation (5.8).
Now, consider a receiving aperture of area At located at
distance Z from a background source of circular disk area As.
Following equation (5.3), the solid angle subtended by the source
when viewed from the receiver is approximately _]s = As  Z2 sr.
Similarly, the solid angle subtended by the receiver aperture
when viewed from the source is fir = At  Z2 sr. We will
examine two types of background radiators: extended back-
ground sources, such as sky backgrounds, which occupy the
entire receiver FOV (i.e., t2s _> _fi,), and discrete or localized
sources, such as the Sun, planets, or stars, which occupy only
a fraction of the receiver FOV (i.e., f_ < tiff.). Using equation
(5.6) and the preceding results yields the background power
collected by the receiver in a bandwidth of B hertz, about the
TABLE 5. I.--CALCULATED SPECTRAL RADIANCE
OF VARIOUS BODIES USING PLANCK'S
BLACK-BODY RADIATION EQUATION
Approximate
black body
temperature,
K
Sun 6000
Moon 373
Mercury 613
Venus 235
Earth 300
Mars 217
Jupiter 138
Saturn 123
Uranus 90
Spectral radiance,
W/em2-sr-#m
Wavelength, X, _m
1 10
1192 0.44
2.13×10 -t3 0.003
7.68× I0 -7 0.013
3.12x l0 .*3 2.62x 10-4
1.79x10 17 9.94xi0 4
1.94x 10 25 1.58x 10-a
6.44x 10 -42 3.54x 10 -6
1.94x 10 -47 9.94x 10 -7
4.64 x 10 66 1.36× 10-8
frequency v, of
PB= l(v'T)AsBflr( -_')fls
PB = I(v,T)A_Bf_r
(5.9)
Since A s = f_Z 2 and 12r = Ar/Z 2, equation (5.9) can be
rewritten as
Po = I(v,T)BArfl_ ' (extended) (5.10a)
PR = I(v,T)BAfl_ s (local) (5.10b)
Thus, for an extended background source that fills the entire
receiver FOV, the interfering power depends on the receiver
aperture area and the receiver FOV. For a local source that
appears as a spot in the receiver FOV, the collected power
is a function of the aperture area and the solid angle subtended
by the source at the receiver. Usually, for point sources viewed
from Earth, background radiation is given in terms of spectral
irradiance H(v) rather than in terms of the spectral radiance
I(u). The two are related by
H(v) = flsl(v) W/(m 2 - Hz) (5.11)
Therefore, the spectral irradiance is the power received per
unit bandwidth per unit receiver area. Measurements of the
spectral irradiance of background sources such as the Moon,
planets, and bright stars, are easily obtained in physics and
optics literature. For a given value of spectral irradiance, the
collected background power is
PB = H(v)BA_ (5.12)
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5.2 Immunity of Heterodyne Receiver to Background
Radiation
Using the equations in section 5.1, we can show that a
heterodyne or homodyne optical receiver is virtually immune
to the noncoherent radiation of thermal background sources,
at least for wavelengths below 1/zm. This immunity results
from the heterodyne detection's photomixing process, which
provides both spectral and spatial discrimination of background
radiation. Spectral discrimination occurs because only back-
ground noise components falling within the relatively narrow
IF bandwidth are amplified and thus contribute to the IF signal
noise. Spatial discrimination occurs through the same mechanism
that requires the proper alignment of the received signal and
LO optical fields.
Recall that heterodyning takes place where the diffraction
patterns of the signal and LO fields overlap on the detector
surface--the area of the Airy disk. Therefore, by definition,
only background radiation arriving at the receiver within the
receiver diffraction-limited FOV mixes with the LO field and
generates noise components at the IF frequency. The remaining
radiation, which occurs outside the diffraction-limited FOV,
is focused elsewhere on the detector and simply contributes
to the detector shot noise. Under normal, strong LO condi-
tions, however, this background shot noise is insignificant
compared with the LO's shot noise. Thus, background power
for a heterodyne receiver is computed, only radiation occurring
within the diffraction-limited FOV, F/at., and falling within
the IF passband of the post-detection filter is of concern. On
the other hand, when background power for a direct-detection
receiver is computed, the optical bandwidth and full receiver
FOV £_, must be considered. Because these quantities are much
larger than those used to compute the background power for
the heterodyne system, direct detection is much more
susceptible to background radiation degradation. Front-end
optical filter bandwidths are typically several orders of
magnitude greater than those encountered in RF systems.
Usually, optical bandwidth is expressed in wavelengths rather
than in frequency. The optical filter bandwidth in wavelengths
AX, about a center wavelength Xo, is related to the optical
bandwidth in hertz Af, about a center frequencyfo = C/Xo, by
zxx zxf (5.13)
Xo fo
For example, a narrow-band optical filter may have an
optical bandwidth in the range of 1 to 10A,. At l-#m wave-
length, the corresponding frequency bandwidth is 30 to 300
GHz. Also, as indicated by equation (5.5), the optical receiver
FOV typically is orders of magnitude greater than the
diffraction-limited FOV.
A heterodyne receiver pointed directly at the Sun with the
Sun filling the entire receiver FOV illustrates the insensitivity
of heterodyne detection to background noise. Over the visible
and infrared wavelength region, the Sun's spectrum can be
closely approximated by the spectrum of a black-body radiator
at temperature Ts,,n = 6000 K (fig. 5.2) (ref. 12). The average
received background power is found through the IF bandwidth
and diffraction-limited FOV in equation (5.10a)
P8 = I( u, Tsun)BtrArflaL
2hu3 / c 2 _k2
= BIFAr --
e hv/kT'u" -- I A r
2hvBtF (5.14)
e hv/kL .... I
10° _-- /- 6000 °K blackbody
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Figure 5.2.--Comparison of Sun's spectrum and spectrum of 60(0)-K black body.
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=Here, f_aL has been approximated by X3/Ar. (The constant
factor in equation (5.4) about 3.672 can be ignored without
significantly changing the end result.) In addition, on the aver-
age, only half of this radiation is of the proper polarization
for detection. Therefore, the average power incident on the
detector is
h VB_F
- (5.15)PB e (_/kr,,,) _ 1
If we treat the background signal as a desired signal (i.e., P_
as Ps) and follow equation (5.16) in section 2, the quantum-
limited SNR is
SNR -
hvBi F -)e (ItrigT,,,,,)riPs - i
hvB[F rl hvBiF e(h,'/l_T''') -- l
(5.16)
For a quantum efficiency of 80 percent and a semiconductor
laser-diode wavelength of 0.85 #m, the SNR is about 0.051
(- 13 dB). Thus, if the receiver uses an aperture filter to pre-
vent damaging heat buildup in the focal plane, the additional
noise caused by the Sun coming into the receiver FOV is
negligible (ref. 13). For a thermal background source to yield
an SNR of at least one, its temperature must be at least (setting
SNR = 1 in equation (5.16))
hv 1
T _> (5.17)
k ln(_7 + 1)
For the quantum efficiency and wavelength used previously,
this yields a source temperature of at least 29 000 K. The
quantity (e (_'/xr) - 1)-_ can be interpreted as the average
number of photons per spatial mode emitted from a black body,
or the photon degeneracy factor (ref. 5).
6.0 Optical-Link Performance in the
Presence of Random Pointing and
Tracking Errors
This section presents the equations used to estimate optical-
link BER in the presence of random spatial pointing and
tracking errors when the spatial acquisition process between
the two optical terminals has already been completed by using
beacon signals and an appropriate search strategy. Because
of tracking sensor noise, host satellite jitter, spacecraft rela-
tive motion, telescope gimbal friction, errors in point-ahead
calculation, and other errors, the instantaneous pointing and
tracking errors fluctuate randomly in time and are modeled
as Rayleigh-distributed random variables. Herein, we show
that in the presence of random pointing and tracking errors,
an optimal transmit aperture size exists for the direct detection
(DD) system that minimizes the required transmitter laser
power for a given average BER (ref. 9). Similarly, assuming
that the LO tracking (alignment) error also is random, we show
that optimum transmitter and receiver aperture sizes exist
for the heterodyne and homodyne systems that minimize thc
required transmission power for a specified average BER.
As such, we show that the link BER cannot be arbitrarily
improved by increasing telescope aperture size, in contrast to
the case in an ideal system characterized by zero pointing error
and perfect tracking. Link optimization (i.e., designing the
link for minimum transmission power requirements) for both
DD M-ary PPM and heterodyne and homodyne systems is
described.
A quadrant photodetector consisting of four photodetector
cells matched in detection sensitivity commonly is used in
spatial tracking systems to track the angular position of a
remote transmitter after the initial acquisition is complete. The
remote transmitter's angular position (with respect to the
receiving line of sight, (LOS)) is estimated from the transmit-
ted signal image position, or focal spot, on the quadrant photo-
detector, which is placed in the receiving telescope's focal
plane. The current from each detector cell is used to com-
pute estimates of the remote transmitter's angular position
in the azimuthal and elevation directions. These estimates are
used to generate an output signal that is proportional to the
angular difference between the current receiver LOS and the
transmitter's estimated position. This control signal then drives
a servosystem that attempts to realign the receiver and
transmitter LOS with the remote transmitter estimated position.
For long-range links, a point-ahead angle al_ must be calculated
and added to the realignment angle.
Because the quadrant detector decouples the azimuthal
tracking error 0_ from the elevation tracking error 0_., each
may be modeled as a gaussian random variable with zero mean
and standard deviation o. Since the realigned receiver LOS
becomes the reference direction for the new transmitter LOS,
errors in tracking the remote terminal translate into transmitter
pointing errors. Because the pointing and tracking error along
each of the telescope gimbal axes is assumed to be a zero-
mean, gaussian random process, the error variance equals the
mean-square value or average power given by
.ooo2 = S(f) df (6.1)
.0
where S(f) is the tracking-error PSD at the spatial tracking
loop output. If tracking sensor noise and platform jitter are
the dominant noise sources, S(f) is (from linear system theory)
given by
S(f) = Sn(f)IH(f)i 2 + Sp(f)II - H(f)]2 (6.2)
=
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where So(f) and Sp(f) are the single-sided PSD's of the
tracking detector noise and platform jitter at the input of the
spatial tracking loop, and where H(f) is the closed-loop
transfer function of the spatial tracking loop. By approximating
H(f) by an ideal low-pass filter with a single-sided noise
equivalent bandwidth B L, we can express the total tracking
error variance as
,I+I" =I
• . BI,
(6.3)
Note that as the loop bandwidth increases, the contribution
from platform jitter to the rms pointing and tracking error o
decreases, whereas the contribution from tracking sensor noise
increases. Since practical tracking systems have low band-
widths (from i00 Hz to 1 kHz), base motion and mechanical
vibration usually are the dominant sources of pointing and
tracking error, whereas the effect of tracking sensor noise
is negligible. In such a situation, the rms error cannot be
reduced by simply increasing the signal power to improve
the tracking detector SNR. Rather, the amount of platform
jitter must be reduced, and the optical platform must be isolated
from the host satellite. Analysis of measurements of satellite
disturbances on-board the LANDSAT spacecraft indicate that
an rms tracking error of 0.5 to 1 /_rad is achievable (ref. 14).
By transforming the azimuth and elevation gaussian random
variables, 0x and Oy, to polar coordinates, it can be shown that
the instantaneous radial pointing and tracking error Or is
Rayleigh distributed and has a probability density function
(PDF) of
Ot e-°_':_2 0t > 0 (6.4)p( O,)= -_
If a static pointing error is present in addition to random error
(i.e., if 0_ and Oyhave mean values t_ and p._), the instantaneous
radial pointing error is Rician distributed with a PDF of
Otel-tO_+b'-)/2a21 (Orb)p(O,) = _ . Io -_ (6.5)
where the pointing bias b = ._2+ tt_, and lo(x) is the
modified Bessel function of the first kind. As might be
expected, the presence of both static and random pointing error
will result in worse link performance than random pointing
error alone. To simplify the analysis, we assume that there
is zero pointing bias (i.e., b = 0 and the pointing error PDF
is Rayleigh distributed). However, BER performance in the
presence of both static and random error can be determined
by substituting the Rician PDF for the Rayleigh PDF in the
appropriate equations. The determination of average BER in
the presence of Rayleigh-distributed pointing and tracking error
is discussed for the M-ary PPM direct detection link in section
6.1 and for the heterodyne and homodyne link in section 6.2.
6.1 Pointing and Tracking Error in the M-ary Pulse-
Position Direct-Detection Link
For an M-ary PPM direct-detection system operating at
wavelength _, over a link range of Z and having an instantaneous
pointing error of 0, the number of received signal photo-
electrons per slot is given by
Ks(Ot,P, dt) = ?lt
(-S)x red,.x L,(Ot,d,) rl,. L,, rl-- r (6.6)hv
where
Pr average transmission power, W
M PPM order
rh,r/r efficiency of transmitter and receiver optics, respectively
dr,dr diameter of transmitter and receiver apertures, m
r/ quantum efficiency of detector
hv photon energy, hcDx, J/photon
r PPM time-slot width, sec
Lo other link losses (such as obscuration and
synchronization)
and L t (O, dt) is the pointing loss factor. For the DD link, it
is assumed that the detector surface area is sufficiently large
so that the remote transmitter remains within the receiver FOV
(eq. (5.3)) during tracking so that there is negligible receiving
pointing loss (i.e., it is only necessary that the transmitter
image be focused somewhere on the detector surface). If the
transmitter is approximated by a uniformly illuminated circular
aperture, the intensity distribution in the far-field has an Airy
diffraction pattern so that the pointing loss factor can be
written as
[ 2Ji ( TrO,d,/_,)] z
L,(O,,d,)= l I (6.7)
where Jl(x) is the first-order Bessel function of the first
kind. Note that the bracketed term in equation (6.6) represents
the received pulse power in watts and that the PPM time slot
width in equation (6.6) is related to the channel data rate R by
log2 M
r = -- (6.8)
MR
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We now define a, as a parameter independent of Or, P,, and
d, to be
(6.9)
Thus, equation (6.6) may be written as
Ks(O,,P,,d,) = o6P, G,L,(O,,d,) (6.10)
where G, = (Trd,/X)z. For a given rms pointing error Or,
equation (6.10) can be expressed as
(6.11)
In the general M-ary PPM case, the BER is given by equation
(3.31). In BPPM, the BER as a function of the received signal
counts per slot Ks is given by equation (3.32) as
P/:(Ks) = Q FK s + 2FKB + 2FKDz + 2KDs + 2K
(6. i 2)
Since 0, is a Rayleigh-distributed random variable, Ks and
PL(Ks) are random variables, in the presence of random
pointing error, therefore, the expected value or time-averaged
BER is
BER = PL Ks(O,,P,,d,) Omr
o
(6.13)
Defining the parameters p = G,o_ and q = c_,P, Io2r and
letting u = 0,/or be the normalized instantaneous pointing
error, we can express equation (6.13) as
where
BER = l:PF. [Ks(u,p,q)]ue(-":tZ)du (6.14)
(6.15)
Equation (6.14) demonstrates that the average BER depends
only on the parameters p and q. Therefore, if o_, is held
constant (i.e., at the same link distance, wavelength, receiver
configuration, and other parameters), the same average BER
may be maintained for different values of the rms pointing
error or by adjusting the transmission power P, and the
transmitter aperture size dt (hence, (7,) so that p and q remain
constant. Thus, there is a tradeoffbetween transmission power
and transmitter aperture diameter. As the rms error increases,
transmission power must increase and transmitter aperture size
must decrease to keep p and q constant and to maintain the
same average link BER for a fixed o_,. If we were to employ
equation (6.14) to make a plot of transmission power versus
transmitter aperture size for a given average BER and rms
pointing jitter, the plot would resemble figure 6.1. For zero
pointing jitter, the required power is inversely proportional
to the transmitter gain. For nonzero pointing jitter, however,
an optimum aperture size exists that minimizes the required
transmission power. Using an aperture size larger than the
optimum will result in a higher power requirement, because
the smaller beamwidth increases the probability of the transmitted
optical beam missing the receiving aperture. Suppose that the
optimum transmitter aperture size and minimum transmission
power d,,pt and P,,,m can be found for a given link con-
figuration (i.e., constant o_t), average BER, and rms jitter.
Then the corresponding parameters p and q are given by
2 3 O_tPmin (6.16)
P,,pt = Gopt°T : O-_- qopl -- o-_-
Because these parameters must remain constant for the average
BER to remain constant, the optimum transmitter aperture size
and minimum transmitter power requirement for any rms
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Figure 6. I.--Typical plot of transmitter power and aperture size tradeoff for
an optical link in the presence of random pointing error. Direct-detection
quaternary pulsc position fQPPM); link range, z, 40 000 kin; wavelength,
X, 850 nm; receiver aperture diameter, dr, 30 cm; data rate, R, 200 Mbps;
bit error rate, BER, 10 0.
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pointing jitter value (assuming o_ remains constant) can be
found from
dop, = PT_optX emi. = q°p'---Ata_- (6.17)
0 T 7r Ott
Hence, the optimum aperture diameter is inversely propor-
tional to the rms pointing error, whereas the minimum power
requirement is directly proportional to the square of the rms
error (i.e., the pointing error variance). In short, the larger
the rms pointing error, the larger the transmission power and
the smaller the transmitter telescope size required to maintain
the same link BER.
6.2 Pointing and Tracking Error in the Heterodyne-
Detection Link
In a heterodyne system, random pointing and tracking errors
impose a size constraint on both the transmitter and receiver
aperture, since both transmitter pointing and LO and received-
signal alignment are affected. The larger the receiver aperture,
the more difficult it is to obtain overlapping LO and received
signal patterns on the detector surface. If we let 0, and Or
serve as the instantaneous pointing error and the received signal
and LO misalignment error, respectively, the received signal
of photoelectrons per bit can be written similarly to equation
(6.6) as
gs ( Ot,Or,et,dt,dr ) =
/_rd,\ 2 X 2
Xtr(Or'dr)_rkT ) °](ff_p) Tb
=/3P, G,G,L,(Ot,dt)Lr(O,d,) (6.18)
where
/3 : _t_rt4_--D 2 tol_)Zb
G,= Gr=
The first bracketed term in equation (6.18) represents the
average received-signal power, and To represents the bit period.
The parameter 13is independent of 0_, Or, dr, dr, and Pr Again,
if we assume that the transmitter aperture is uniformly illuminated
and approximate the received signal optical field and the LO
optical field by plane waves at the receiver aperture, the
pointing-loss factor and LO tracking-loss factor take the form
L,(o,,4)= [ -j [ i
IzJ,( ]2=
L'(O'dr)= L _rO,d, IX j
-2Ji(_Ot/or)- 2
_Mrr Oz/ _r
-2Ji ( Or)l 2
 rO, J
-2J I ( _ROriOR) ] 2
(6.19)
where Or and aR are the rms pointing error and the rms LO
tracking (alignment) error, respectively. The received signal
counts per bit can be rewritten as
tiP, 2 2
gs(Ot,Or,PtJdt,dr) :(02-_)(at°2)(ar 02)
-2,,(C4G;Or,o.)l'
x L _1 ,Z;ZqOr,o._1
(6.20)
Table 4.1 gives the BER's for the various modulation formats
under LO shot-noise-limited conditions where the transmitter
and LO lasers have narrow line widths and the carrier phase
noise is, thus, negligible. For example, the quantum-limited
BER for homodyne PSK is given by
PE(Ks) : O[ 4V_Ks] (6.21)
Since the transmitter pointing error and LO tracking error
are assumed to be statistically independent Rayleigh random
variables, their joint PDF is simply
O, e (-0_124) 0" e (-°_/24)
p(Ot,Or) = 07 0 2 (6.22)
The expected value of the BER, or the average BER, is then
BER = Ks(O,,O,P,,dt,d,) p(Ot,O,)dO, dO, (6.23)
• 0 '
If we define the parameters from equation (6.20) as
tiP,
Pr= G, a2r PR= G,a_ q- 2 2
¢7T(7 R
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and change the variables in equation (6.23) by letting u = O,Ior
and v= Or oR be the normalized pointing and LO tracking
errors, respectively, then the average BER can be written as
BER = t Ks(u,v,pr,pe,q) ue -"'-/2 ve-'':/2 du dv
' 0 "
(6.24)
where
Ks(u,v,pr,Pe,q) = qPrPe _u J _ _-"
Equation (6.24) demonstrates that the average BER depends
only on the parameters PT, PR, and q. As in the direct-detection
case, optimal transmitter and receiver aperture diameters exist
for given/3, 01,, ak, and BER, minimizing the required trans-
mission power. Furthermore, if a_. = oR, the optimal transmitter
and receiver aperture diameters are equal to each other. If the
optimal aperture sizes and minimum transmission power levels
are obtained for a given average BER and rms pointing and
LO tracking error, then
Y 2 4
= p.o.,=
flPmin
qopt - 2 2
oi'o R
(6.25)
If we assume that fl remains constant, the optimal aperture
sizes and minimal transmission power requirement for any rms
pointing and LO tracking error can be found from
dt°pl -- P'_T°pt_o T 7r dr°p' - _ )koR 71" Pmin = (_) O_'(IR
(6.26)
Note that the minimal power requirement for the heterodyne
2 2 whereas the required powersystem is proportional to oras,
for the direct-detection system is proportional only to 02 .
A heterodyne system is therefore more sensitive to spatial
tracking error than is a direct-detection system operating at
the same wavelength. Consequently, the receiver sensitivity
advantage offered by heterodyne detection may be offset by
the higher pointing losses unless the pointing and tracking error
is kept acceptably small.
These equations allow us to determine other BER fluctuation
measures. For example, the probability of the instantaneous
BER exceeding a spb.cified value (i.e., the burst error probability)
or the fraction of time that the BER occurs within specified
intervals (i.e., the BER distribution) can be determined by
integrating the pointing error PDF using appropriate limits.
6.3 Random Pointing Error Versus Static Pointing and
Tracking Error
Of interest is a comparison of the expressions for optimum
aperture size in equations (6.17) and (6.26) with those that
result if one assumes static, rather than random, pointing and
tracking error. In a real environment, of course, the pointing
error is random, and the previous expressions yield more
accurate results. As mentioned earlier, if the system experiences
both static and random pointing errors, the Rician PDF in
equation (6.5) must be used in place of the Rayleigh PDF.
However, if the rms value of the random error is much smaller
than the static pointing error or bias, the analysis can be
simplified by assuming that only static error is present.
For the direct-detection system, if we assume that O, is
constant, the required transmission power for a given signal
photocount Ks is, from equation (6.10), equal to
Ks
P, - (6.27)
e_G,L, (0, d,)
For a given set of link parameters that define a, the transmitter
power can be minimized by maximizing the product
G,L,( O,,dr) = G, [ ]:2JI_(VG, O,)] = 2J,(vCG'_-I0,).yv;0, _l °'
(6.28)
Since the Bessel function Jl (x) is maximum at x = 1.84, the
optimum transmitter aperture gain is
\FGIO, = 1.84 = Gop,-
(1.84) 2 3.38
0] 07 (6.29)
and the optimum transmitter aperture diameter is
X 1.84 X
dop , = \FG,,pt -- (6.30)
_r 0_ 7r
If equation (6.30) is substituted into L_(O,,d,), then the minimum
achievable pointing loss equals 0.4, or -4 dB. Thus, the
transmission power must be increased 4 dB to maintain the
same BER in the presence of static pointing error and the i
optimal transmitter aperture size. In the case of a fixed pointing -
error of 0_--which is equal to the rms value ar of a Rayleigh-
distributed random pointing error--equation (6.17) may be _
used to obtain a corresponding optimum aperture diameter
ratio of
dstatic I. 84M(0d0 1.84
- = _ (6.31)
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Section7showsthatthe optimum p value for M-ary PPM
and a 10 -6 average BER is Popt = 0.223. Therefore, from
equation (6.31), the optimum aperture size in the presence of
static pointing error is 3.9 times larger than that for random
pointing error. This, in turn, yields a static-pointing-error
optimum antenna gain that is 15.2 times (i 1.8 dB) larger than
the random-pointing-error optimum antenna gain.
Consequently, if the optical-link analysis is conducted under
the assumption of static pointing error, rather than under the
more realistic random error assumption, the results may differ
significantly. Optimistic results are obtained under the static-
error assumption because larger apertures are allowed, permit-
ting lower power requirements.
The optimum aperture sizes for the heterodyne system under
static pointing and tracking error are found in a manner similar
to that used to obtain the optimum aperture sizes of the direct-
detection system. Assuming constant Otand Or and following
equation (6.18) yields a required transmission power for a
given signal photoelectron count of
Pt = (6.32)
t3G,GrL, (O,,d,)L,-(O,-,dr)
For a given set of link parameters that specify 13, the trans-
mission power is minimized by maximizing the product
GLt(Ot,4)GLr(Or,dr) (6.33)
From the previous discussion, this is done by using
1.84 ;k 1.84 k
dtoot - and droot - (6.34)
0t "If Or 71"
The use of these optimum aperture sizes renders a minimum
achievable pointing and tracking loss of 0.16 or -8 dB (which
is arrived at by substituting equation (6.34) into the product
Lr(O_,d,) Lr(O,d_)). As in the direct-detection case, link
analysis conducted under static-error conditions yields optimistic
results because larger apertures are allowed than would be
with random errors. For example, section 7 demonstrates that
Popt = 0.282 is the optimum p value for homodyne and heter-
odyne PSK and a 10-6 average BER. According to equations
(6.26) and (6.31), the optimum aperture sizes in the presence
of static pointing and LO tracking error are about 3.5 times
larger than are those under random-error conditions. Con-
sequently, the optimum transmitter and receiver aperture gains
in static error are each 12.25 times (10.9 dB) larger than are
the random-error optimum aperture gains.
7.0 Comparison of Optical Technologies for
High-Data-Rate Return Link From Mars
The manned exploration and settlement of Mars is a major
goal of NASA's Space Exploration Initiative (SEI) program.
A primary function of a communication system for Mars
exploration will be the relay of large amounts of video and
science data from the vicinity of Mars back to Earth. Required
transmission rates may range from tens to hundreds of mega-
bits per second as human presence grows and exploration
activity expands (ref. 15). Because human safety and transpor-
tation costs will be principal concerns, there will be a strong
need for communication system elements that require low
operating power and that are extremely reliable, small, and
lightweight.
Although optical systems in general may be able to provide
these desirable features, there are a variety of different optical
systems to choose from. An optical system suitable for a
(geosynchronous-Earth-orbit) GEO-to-GEO crosslink or for
an Earth-to-Moon link may not necessarily be the preferred
system for a Mars-to-Earth link, because of the much greater
link range, higher power requirement, and greater sensitiv-
ity to pointing error. Therefore, in this section, several
different optical systems are analyzed to assess their feasibility
for high-data-rate Mars-to-Earth communications link and to
identify key technology performance requirements.
7.1 Optical Implementations and Link Assumptions
The optical link may be implemented using either a direct
detection receiver or a heterodyne or a homodyne detection
receiver. The direct-detection system has a simpler design and
is potentially more reliable than the heterodyne and homodyne
systems because neither an LO laser nor optical carrier frequency
and phase synchronization is required at the receiver. Since
most terrestrial fiber-optic links employ direct-detection, the
direct-detection receiver also offers the advantage of a more
mature technology base. On the other hand, heterodyne and
homodyne systems offer much higher detection sensitivity and
background noise immunity than do direct detection systems
(i.e., they can achieve a given BER with 5 to 15 dB less power
than can the direct-detection system), and these systems can
use the same digital modulation and coding schemes as do RF
systems. Heterodyne and homodyne systems are more complex
than DD systems, however, and their detection sensitivity
advantage can be negated by the increased loss they suffer from
random pointing and tracking errors and laser phase noise.
Of course, the performance of both types of systems also
depends on the particular modulation format and the operating
wavelength. Because it is unclear which detection method will
be preferable for the Mars-to-Earth optical communication
link, our discussion will focus on both types of systems. The
optical systems analyzed on the following pages include a
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(1) 0.532-pm FD (frequency-doubled) Nd:YAG system
using direct-detection PPM
(2) 0.532-_m FD Nd:YAG laser system using homodyne
BPSK modulation
(3) 0.85-_m GaAs semiconductor laser system using direct-
detection PPM
(4) 0.85-_m GaAs semiconductor laser system using heter-
odyne NCFSK
(5) 1.064-#m Nd:YAG laser system using direct-detection
PPM
(6) 1.064-_m Nd:YAG laser system using homodyne BPSK
modulation
(7) 10.6-_tm CO2 laser system using homodyne BPSK
modulation
Among the various heterodyne and homodyne modulation
formats, homodyne PSK was chosen for the Nd:YAG and
CO2 systems since it has the highest detection sensitivity and
because Nd:YAG and CO2 lasers have the requisite narrow
linewidth for homodyne operation (i.e., their phase noise losses
are small). Because this narrow line width is very difficult to
achieve in semiconductor lasers, noncoherent FSK (NCFSK),
which has a more relaxed line width requirement, was chosen
for the coherent GaAs system. Pulse-position modulation, with
M varying between 2 (BPPM) and 256, was assumed for the
direct-detection systems. As previously explained, using a
higher PPM order for a given data rate permits a reduction
in the average power requirement and pulse-repetition fre-
quency (i.e., more bits are transmitted per pulse) and increases
peak power and bandwidth requirements (i.e., the pulses are
narrower). Direct detection was not considered for the CO=
laser because of the relatively poor detector quantum effi-
ciency at this wavelength and bccause of the CO2 laser's low
pulse-repetition rate.
Table 7.1 lists the principal link parameters used in the
following analyses. Data rates from 10 to 1000 Mbps werc
considered. Note that some of the parameters have not been
determined because they will be optimized for different values
of the rms pointing and tracking error.
All the direct-detection PPM systems are assumed to use
a silicon APD and low-noise preamplifier receiver having the
parameters shown in table 7.2 and a maximum count-detection
stratcgy. The GaAs heterodyne system and Nd:YAG homodyne
systems are assumed to use a silicon PIN photodiode detector,
whereas the CO2 homodyne system uses a radiatively cooled
HgCdTe photovoltaic diode. Of course, the homodync and
heterodyne receivers also require the use of appropriate control
loops for tracking thc phase or frequency of the received
optical carrier, adjustment of the LO laser for Doppler shift,
and active alignment of received signal and LO beam. All of
the systems mentioned also require peripheral hardware for
frequency and thermal stabilization of system elements such
as transmitter and LO lasers, diode pumping (DP) lasers, FD
crystals, and external modulator crystals.
These analyses assume a link between a nominal Mars relay
satellitc (MRS) and an Earth relay satellitc (ERS), with a range
of 2.5 AU (astronomical units), or 374 million km (232 million
mi), resulting in an associated, one-way propagation delay
of 20 rain. By comparison, a typical GEO-GEO crosslink has a
range of 42000 km (26100 mi) (which corresponds to a 60 °
TABLE 7. I.--OPTICAL MARS-TO-EARTH LINK SYSTEM PARAMETERS
[Transmitter power and diameter have not been determined.]
IOptical Wavelength, Detection Modulation Efficiency D_ta rl s 15_k Efficiency Det_ctor I Ot let Av_rage
link p.m of rae, poll ing ra_gc, of qua ttum I Io:s", tit
system transmitter Mtps a: d AU receiver efficimcy, [ dB er'or [
optics, tracing optics, Q E, ra:e, I
percent en w, percent per :ent BI:'R I
/41 Ld t
.... i !
Nd:YAGFD 0.532 Direct PPM 80, 1010)otO 0.t _5 25 80 85 ' I If, 6
05
FD .532 Homodyne BPSK
Nd:YAG !
I
GaAs .85 Direct PPM !
GaAs .85 Heterodyne NCFSK I
I
Nd:YAG 1.064 Direct PPM [
I
Nd:YAG 1.064 Homodyne BPSK i ,
CO, 10.6 Homodyne BPSK , , " 53 1 .... [
aOthcr I_,,,-,e'_ include ilcM_ "_ueh _ls antenna gain ob_-curation toss, _,yillbtll-_)nchrolailalh_n lips,,, optical filler lc,'-:s, carrier pha'..e r_oir,¢ 1o_,_ for t.-c.hercnt n_,stemn, and trileking po',ver I_+s_,.
bT_ I-.c determined.
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TABLE7.2.--DIRECTDETECTIONAVALANCHEPHOTODIODE (APD) AND PREAMPLIFIER PARAMETERS
Detector quantum efficiency, rt, percent ................................................................................................ 85
APD find preamplifier capacitance, C, pF .......................................................................................... 0.10
Preamplifier resistance, Rl. ................................................................................ adjusted so that r = 27rR#C
Preamplifier noise equivalent temperature T,,q.K .................................................................................... 290
APD mean gain, G ........................................................................................................................ 200
APD excess noise factor, F ................................................................................................... 3.183 (5 dB)
APD gain dependent dark current, ltm, nA .......................................................................................... 0.10
APD gain-independent dark current, los. nA ........................................................................................ I0.0
separation), resulting in a 140-msec one-way propagation
delay. A Moon-to-Earth link has a 385 000-km (239 000-mi)
range with a 1.3-sec one-way propagation delay. Since Earth
and Mars orbit the Sun, the link range will vary with time, rang-
ing from 0.374 to 2.675 AU.
All the direct-detection systems are assumed to have a 10-m
receiver "photon bucket" at the ERS. (The term "photon
bucket" refers to a nondiffraction-limited receiving telescope
that collects and focuses as much optical energy, or as many
photons, as possible onto the detector.) In contrast to the
case for the heterodyne and homodyne systems, spatial phase
coherence of the beam is not highly significant in direct
detection, so aberrations of the receiving optical system are
not of great concern as long as the focused spot size does not
exceed the photodetector surface area. The FOV of the 10-m
DD receiver and its tracking control are designed to keep
receiver pointing losses negligible.
The link BER performance requirement is specified as
10-6. In computing the BER, random pointing and tracking
errors are modeled as Rayleigh-distributed random variables
(i.e., the pointing and tracking error along each of the telescope
gimbal axes are assumed to be gaussian distributed and to have
zero mean and standard deviation, or rms value o). Experi-
mental measurements on pointing-control systems developed
for optical communications verify that the single-axis pointing
crror can be accurately modeled by gaussian statistics (ref. 16).
As such, the equations in section 6 are applicable, and it is
possible to demonstrate that the rms pointing and tracking error
a is a key design parameter of the optical link. As previously
discussed, random transmitter pointing error constrains the
transmitter aperture size and imposes a power penalty on the
direct detection system. In the presence of this random error,
an optimum transmitter antenna gain occurs that minimizes
the required transmission power necessary to achieve the
average BER requirement. In contrast to the situation in the
ideal case of zero pointing error, the use of a transmitter aperture
larger than the optimum size leads to a higher power require-
ment rather than to a smaller one. Similarly, in addition to
demonstrating random pointing error at the transmitter,
heterodyne and homodyne systems (which require precise
received-signal beam and LO beam alignment) are also
characterized by random tracking error between the received
signal beam and the LO beam. Because increases in receiving
aperture size lead to increased difficulty in maintaining beam
alignment, the heterodyne and homodyne systems' use of a
larger receiver aperture does not necessarily lead to a higher
SNR. In the presence of random LO tracking error, the receiver
aperture size is constrained, and there exists an optimum
aperture size that minimizes the required power. In the present
analysis, the rms pointing error and rms received signal and
LO alignment tracking error are assumed to be equal (i.e.,
_T = OR = O). Under this condition, the optimum transmitter
and receiver aperture diameters for a particular rms value are
equal. Several different values of rms error will be considered,
ranging from 0.05 to 0.5 _trad. For a given rms error, optimum
link designs (which minimize the required transmission power)
will be determined for each of the optical systems.
Finally, additional link margin may be obtained by applying
forward error correction (FEC) coding. For DD PPM sys-
tems, coding gains on the order of 2 to 3 dB are achievable,
depending on the value of M and the decoding approach used
(ref. 8). Under LO shot-noise-limited conditions, a cohcrcnt
system experiences about the same coding gain as does a
corresponding RF system. For example, a coherent PSK
homodyne system can attain about 8.2 dB of code gain at
10 -6 BER, using the NASA standard, concatenated, -_n-
volutional Reed-Solomon code. However, use of this coding
requires that the link be designed to exceed the code threshold
for coding gain to be realized (typical code thresholds occur
at 10-3 channel bit-error-rates). Otherwise, the coding mani-
fests itself only as overhead bits, and link performance is worse
than it would have been had no coding been used.
To facilitate our analysis and comparison of the performance
capabilities and attendant performance requirements of different
optical systems, a review of the principal optical technologies
follows.
7.2 Assessment of Key Optical Technologies
Herein, we examine four key optical communication ele-
ments: optical transmitters, optical detectors, telescopes, and
a tracking and pointing system.
7.2.1 Optical transmitters.--The most critical element of
an optical system is the laser transmitter. The general per-
formance requirements for a long-range, space-based laser
transmitter are high output power, long lifetime, high effi-
ciency, high reliability, and, for heterodync and homodync sys-
tems, narrow spectral linewidth. The three principle candidate
laser sources are the solid state Nd:YAG (neodymium yttrium
aluminum garnet) laser, the semiconductor GaAIAs diode laser
(and diode arrays), and the CO2 laser. Table 7.3 summarizes
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TABLE 7.3.--COMPARISON OF LASER TRANSMITTERS
Advantages l Disadvantages
Nd:YAG; wavelength, #m, 1.06 and 0.532
* High output power:
Up to -15 W at 1.06 ,urn
Up to -7 W at 0.532 p.m
1500 to 2000 W peak power
(good for high-order pulse position modulation)
* Good reliability with diode array' pumping:
40 000 hr, or 5-yr life
• Narrow spectral line width:
(< 1 kHz) suitable for heterodyning and homodyning
• High detector QE at 0.532 um (70 < r_ < 90 percent)
• Highest antenna gain at 0.532 #m
• Low laser power efficiency:
7 to 10 percent at 1.06 _m with diode pumping, DP
3 to 5 percent at 0.532 #m with DP
• Requires external electro-optic, E-0, modulator crystal
• Poor detector quantum efficiency, QE, at 1.06 _m
(r/ < 50 percent
• Thermal control required for laser crystal, E-0 crystal,
frequency doubled, and DP array
GaAs; wavelength, ,urn, 0.85
• High power efficiency:
Up to 80 percent for single diode
40 to 50 percent for diode arrays
• High reliability:
100 000-hr, 1l-yr life expected
• High detector QE (80 to 90 percent)
• Easily modulated direct current modulation
at rates > 1 GHz shown
• Small size and weight
• Very low output power:
100 mW for single diode
450 mW for diode array
1- to 3-W outpower power expected in 5 to 10 yr
• Low peak-to-average-power ratio:
(<2 to 4 W) makes them unsuitable for high order PPM
• Poor frequency stability and large spectral line width
CO2; wavelength, p.m, 10.6
• Very high output power:
Up to 40 W for RF-excited waveguide lasers
• Good power efficiency: (20 to 25 percent)
• Suitable for homodyning
• Relaxed pointing and tracking
• Relaxed optics surface quality
• Relatively short lifetime:
15 000 to 30 000 hr (I .7 to 3.4 yr)
• Complex transmitter and receiver external E-0 modulation
• Temperature control required for modulator crystal and
transmitter and local oscillator lasers
• Homodyne detection
• Detector cooled to -100 K
• Lowest antenna gain
the important parameters of these three laser types.
Z2.1.1 Diode-pumped Nd:YAG lasers: In the Nd:YAG
laser, the light amplification medium is a crystalline rod or
slab of YAG, lightly doped with neodymium. Optical energy
is used to pump the neodymium ions to a metastable energy
state. The Nd:YAG laser operates at a fundamental infrared
wavelength of 1.064 #m, and, when used in conjunctionwith
an intracavity FD crystal, can produce second harmonic energy
at 0.532 _m (deep green). Both the infrared and harmonic
wavelengths fall in the region of greatest photodiode detector
sensitivity (i.e., 50 to 85 percent quantum efficiency), in space-
based applications, GaAs semiconductor laser-diode arrays
provide the optimum technique for pumping the Nd:YAG rod,
because the laser-diode emission can be matched to the Nd:YAG
absorption bands, resulting in pumping efficiencies (i.e., the
ratio of optical output power to electrical pump power) from
7 to 10 percent at !.064 #m, and from 3 to 5 percent efficiency
at 0.532 #m.
The output power capability of a Nd:YAG laser depends
on the operating mode (i.e., on whether the mode is continuous
wave (CW) or pulsed). Pulse-mode operation is required for
direct-detection PPM, whereas heterodyne and homodyne opera-
tion require CW operation. Laser pulses are generated by Q
switching, cavity dumping, or mode locking. In Q switching,
energy builds in the population inversion during a low Q
state (high-cavity loss) and then is suddenly removed by a
switch to a high Q state (low-cavity loss). TRW has reported
peak pulse powers from 1500 to 2000 W with a 10-ns pulse
width and from 10- to 20-kHz pulse repetition frequency (PRF)
with current laboratory devices. This results in average power
levels (peak power × pulse width × PRF) from 150 to
400 mW (TEM0o mode output). Commercially available,
Q-switched, DP, pulsed Nd:YAG lasers have peak powers
of up to 330 W, with 30-nsec pulse duration, 10-kHz PRF,
and 100-mW average power (ref. 17). McDonnell Douglas, as
a result of research sponsored by the Department of Defense
and NASA, recently reported the generation of 3750-W peak
power with 200-#sec pulse duration and 35-W average power
from a DP Nd:YAG slab laser (ref. 18). The PRF in this
case, however, works out to only 47 Hz--much too slow for
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high-rate PPM. A space-qualified, DP Nd:YAG laser has been
developed by McDonnell Douglas for use in a Department of
Defense space crosslink subsystem.
In the cavity-dumped mode, energy is first built up in the
oscillating photon field in a high-Q cavity (low loss) and is then
"dumped" by a brief deflection of the beam out of the laser
cavity. Peak powers of 50 W with a 10-nsec pulse width and
a 300-kHz PRF (150-mW average power) have been reported
by TRW. Commercial devices demonstrated at the 1989 Con-
ference on Lasers and Electro-Optics (CLEO) had average
power levels of 4 W at 1.06 /zm and of 2 W at 0.532/zm.
In mode-locking, the pulse width is inversely related to the
range of frequencies over which the laser can be made to
oscillate in phase simultaneously. This mode can produce the
highest PRF's (gigahertz range). Recently, Coherent Laser
Groups reported the production of 6 W of average power at
0.532 #m by frequency doubling the output from a mode-
locked Nd:YAG laser operating at 1.064 #m, with 24-W
average power, 100-ps pulsewidth, and 76-MHz PRF (ref. 19).
The FD crystal was lithium triborate (LBO).
For homodyne and heterodyne operation, the Nd:YAG laser
offers a narrow line width and good spectral purity over
semiconductor lasers. Output power for commercial CW
DP Nd:YAG lasers ranges up to about 80-mW TEM0o for
0.532/_m and up to 1-to 2-W TEM00 for 1.064 #m (ref. 17).
Such lasers may be capable of attaining power levels of
10-W CW within the next 5 yr. Line widths of less than 1 kHz
can currently be achieved. The chief disadvantage of using
the Nd:YAG laser in heterodyne systems is that an external
electro-optic or acousto-optic modulator is needed to modu-
late the laser; such modulators can introduce additional
signal power loss and carry a large prime-power requirement
(=i00W). The lifetime of the DP Nd:YAG laser is
determined by the life of the semiconductor pumping diode
array, which is estimated to be about 40 000 hr.
7. 2.1.2 Semiconductor lasers: Semiconductor lasers offer
the following advantages:
(1) High efficiency (up to 80 percent for a single diode)
(2) High reliability (extrapolated 100 000-hr lifetime)
(3) High detection sensitivity (0.8-/_m wavelength)
(4) High modulation bandwidth (direct-current modulation
in excess of 1 GHz)
(5) Ruggedness and small size.
The major disadvantage of semiconductor lasers is their small
output power. Commercial GaAs laser diodes suitable for
direct detector systems have an average output power in the
75- to 100-mW range (TEM00 mode). Although these devices
emit only in a single transverse mode, they usually oscillate on
many longitudinal modes, and thus are characterized by poor
frequency stability and large phase fluctuations at their output.
Although these large line width lasers are unsuitable for
heterodyne and homodyne systems, feedback and coupled-
cavity techniques can be employed to improve their frequency
stability and to reduce their laser line width. However, the
price of such improvement is greater complexity and smaller
output-power capability. The Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology Lincoln Laboratory (MIT-LL) recently reported the
development of the first space-qualified, coherent semiconductor
laser transmitter (ref. 20) that contains four 30-mW GaAIAs
diode lasers that operate at 0.86 tzm. The transmitter serves
as a key subsystem for the laboratory's coherent Laser Inter-
satellite Transmission Experiment (LITE) program, which can
deliver 220 Mbps over a 37 000-km (23 000-mi) crosslink.
The limited output power of single-laser diodes has spawned
research directed at developing techniques for combining the
output power of multiple laser diodes into a single near-
difffraction-limited output beam. The power-combining techniques
so far developed here have fallen into two categories: (1) non-
coherent combining techniques, which combine emissions of
different wavelengths and/or polarizations without maintaining
phase coherence among the sources, and (2) coherent combining
techniques, which maintain phase coherence among the separate
emissions. In the area of monolithic, linear laser-diode phased
arrays and surface emitting arrays, TRW recently developed
a noncoherent diode array with 450-mW CW single (transverse)
mode power, and the company expects to develop a coherent
device with 1-W mode power in the near future. Currently,
most laser diodes have power outputs of far less than 100 mW.
In general, the development of long-life, coherent GaAs
devices whose output power exceeds 1 W and which can
produce a high-quality, single-lobed far-field beam remains
a significant technological challenge.
7.2.1.3 Carbon dioxide lasers: The CO 2 gas laser, which
operates at a 10.6-#m nominal wavelength in the far infrared
field, was an early candidate for use in space communications.
NASA began work on CO 2 lasercom systems in the late 1953's
and on a planned experiment for the ATS-F and ATS-G tech-
nology satellites. However, the experiment was subsequently
cancelled as a result of funding problems (ref. 21). NASA's
CO2 system development continued into the early 1970's.
Over the past several years the European Space Agency (ESA)
and the West Germans have continued to work on CO2 laser-
system development (refs. 22 and 23).
The major advantage of the CO2 laser is its high output
power--it can generate the highest CW power of any laser.
It also has relatively high efficiency (up to 20 percent). The
laser can operate in a pulsed mode, but not at high enough
repetition rates to be useful for communications. There are sev-
eral different configurations possible with this laser. Continuous
wave power can range from a few watts for the sealed-tube
and waveguide configurations to tens of kilowatts for the high-
power, transverse gas flow industrial lasers used for cutting
and drilling. The laser's active medium is a gas mixture of
carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and helium. The low-energy, long-
wavelength emission results from transitions between different
vibrational and rotational modes of the CO2 molecule.
In the past, the limited lifetime of conventional CO2 lasers,
which are electrical gas-discharge devices, has been their major
drawback for use in space. This short lifetime results from
both the relatively brief lifespan of vacuum seals, cathodes,
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and anodes, and the decomposition and eventual exhaustion
of the COe (and, hence, of the power output) that results from
the electrical-discharge-gas interaction in a sealed-gas-tube
system.
With the development of compact RF-excited CO2 wave-
guide lasers, however, lifetimes may be extended to those
required for space application. The life expectancies of selected
laboratory devices range from 30 000 to 50 000 hr, (or from
3 to 6 yr) (ref. 22). These lasers use an external RF source,
rather than an electrical discharge, to excite the gas. They also
use a small tube of a few millimeters in diameter to contain
the gas mixture; the small tube improves the lasing efficiency
of these lasers and allows them to acquire high gain despite
their short length. For example, a typical commercial wave-
guide laser may be only 40-cm long and yet can output 8 W
of power (ref. 17). Such lasers may also use a high-pressure
gas reservoir to periodically replenish the gas in the tube and
further extend their life. The power outputs of commercially
available waveguide lasers range from under 1 W to 25 W
(single mode) (ref. 17).
External electro-optic modulation techniques have been
developed for high-data-rate modulation of the CO2 laser.
For example, testing of an ESA laboratory model of a CO2
homodyne PSK transceiver indicates that phase-modulated
bandwidths of up to 5 GHz can be obtained with a cadmium
telluride (CdTe) electro-optic modulator. In the ESA test, the
modulator (on the average) produced 1.3 W of modulated
output power, with 6.2 W of optical input power (ref. 22).
Another characteristic of CO2 lasers that has hindered their
application in space is the relatively small aperture gain that
they experience as a result of their long wavelength. For the
2.5-AU Mars-to-Earth optical link, however, the lasers' long
wavelengths may prove advantageous, because their wider
beamwidths result in less stringent pointing and tracking
requirements than for other optical systems. In addition, good
"optical quality" surfaces require surface tolerances of I #m,
which, for the CO 2 laser, can be easily achieved and meas-
ured with conventional machining technology. CO2 laser
"optics" are generally made of a metal, such as selenium
or germanium, since conventional silica glass is opaque at
10.6 #m. Their long wavelengths may also make CO2 sys-
tems amenable to large-diameter segmented mirrors that can
be assembled in space.
7.2.2 Optical detectors.--The optical detector's general-
performance requirements are high quantum efficiency, high
bandwidth, high gain, and low noise. Optical detectors commonly
used in communication include the vacuum photomultiplier
tube (PMT), p-type, intrinsic n-type (PIN) photodiode, and
avalanche photodiode (APD).
A PMT consists of a photocathode, a series of electrodes
(called dynodes), and a collecting anode. The dynodes are
assigned progressively higher potentials with respect to the
cathode; a typical potential difference between adjacent
dynodes is 100 V. Electrons, emitted from the photocathode
by incident radiation, are accelerated toward the first dynode
by the applied field. The impact of these electrons on the
dynode creates secondary electrons, which are then accelerated
toward the next dynode. This process is repeated at each
dynode until the initial photocathode current is amplified by
a very large factor. Typical PMT's have gains from 105 to
10 6 . They also have very low gain noise (i.e., each electron
emitted from the photocathode generates approximately the
same number of secondary electrons). Major disadvantages,
however, include their poor quantum efficiency (from 1 to 20
percent) at the high visible and near-infrared wavelengths (on
which the Nd:YAG and GaAs lasers transmit) and their low
bandwidth (or slow response time), which results from the time
consumed by the electrons as they traverse the dynode chain.
Among the PMT's other disadvantages are bulkiness, high-
voltage requirements (from 1000 to 3000 V), and a need for
extensive thermal cooling.
Semiconductor photodetectors (PIN diodes and APD's) offer
the advantages of high quantum efficiency (from 60 to 90
percent), high bandwidth (> 1 GHz), high reliability, and small
size. PIN diodes, which possess unity internal gain, are
applicable in heterodyne and homodyne systems in which a
strong LO laser provides the effective gain necessary to achieve
near quantum-limited performance (i.e., where LO shot noise
dominates the detector thermal noise). Current silicon PIN
diodes have quantum efficiencies of 60 to 90 percent at
wavelengths of 0.532 and 0.85 tzm and efficiencies of 40
percent at the Nd:YAG fundamental wavelength of 1.064 #m.
An AIGaAs PIN device, custom made by MIT-LL, has an 85
percent quantum efficiency at 0.85 #m (ref. 24).
In direct-detection systems, thermal noise is overcome by
using an APD with large internal gain. Unfortunately, because
the impact ionization process in an APD is random, the
multiplication gain is random, and thus avalanche gain noise
degrades the detector SNR from the shot-noise-limited value.
APD gain noise is characterized by its excess noise factor F
(ratio of the mean-squared gain to the mean gain squared).
An ideal APD with constant gain would have F = 1. Cur-
rently, reach-through Si APD's have gains of 100 to 300,
quantum efficiencies of 80 to 90 percent at 0.532, wavelengths
of 0.85 #m (40 to 50 percent at 1.064 #m), and excess noise
factors of 2.8 to 3.2 (ref. 24). As APD's with lower excess
noise factors are developed, the sensitivity of direct-detection
systems will begin to approach that of heterodyne-detection
systems. Typical APD bandwidths range from 100 MHz to
4 GHz at visible and near-infrared wavelengths. Separate-
absorption-and-multiplication-region APD's (SAM- APD) and
multiple-quantum-well APD's (MQW-APD) are being developed
for wide-bandwidth detection at longer wavelengths.
7.2.3 Telescopes.--The expensive low-loss lens materials
and comparatively greater weights associated with refractive
optics have rendered reflective optics that have a Cassegranian
or Newtonian configuration the preferred choice for large
telescopes (> 10 cm). To reduce weight, TRW is developing
telescope mirrors with metal foam cores; foams can be reduced
to a density equal to less than 2 percent that of a solid with
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anequivalentthickness.Forexample,theUniversityofArizona
hasincorporatedmetalfoam-coremirrorsina30-cm-aperture
Cassegraniantelescopethatweighsonly4.5kg.Lightweight
opticsareimportantfortheMars-to-Earthopticallinkbecause
the20-min,one-waypropagationdelaywill requireseparate
transmitterandreceivertelescopesandgimbalsforboththe
MRSandERS.TheMRSwillneedtohaveitsreceiveroptics
pointedsuchthatitcanbothreceivesignalstransmittedfrom
theERS20minbefore,andtransmitsignalstotheposition
theERSwillhaveattained20minintothefuture.Technology
beingdevelopedforlargespace-bornetelescopes,suchasthe
HubbleSpaceTelescopeandthelargedeployabler flector
(LDR),will contributeto thedevelopmentof aperturesof
similarsizeforMarscommunications.Forexample,theHubble
2.4-m(7.9-ft)primarymirrorfeaturesahoneycombedglass
internalstructure,whichasmadepossiblethemirror'scompar-
ativelylightweightof818.2kg(1800lb).The20-m(65.6-ft)
apertureLDR,tobedeployedearlyin the21stcentury,will
beassembledinspaceandwill consistof atleast60mirror
segments.Inadditiontoovercomingweightandcostproblems,
large-diameteropticaltelescopesmustalsopossesshigh-
surfacequality,goodthermalstabilization,highrigidity,and
anticontaminationshieldingtobefeasibleinspaceapplications.
7.2.4Tracking and pointing system.--The required RMS
pointing error is the critical parameter that drives the tracking
and pointing control system design. The tracking and pointing
subsystem must be capable of submicroradian accuracy for
high-data-rate (> 10 Mbps) operation as the following analysis
will show. Furthermore, the large propagation delay of a Mars-
to-Earth optical link requires that the acquisition and tracking
operation be accomplished in an open-loop mode rather than
in a closed-loop mode. Because platform disturbance is usually
the dominant source of tracking error, careful consideration
must be given to spatial tracking loop design and methods of
suppressing satellite vibration. High-tracking loop bandwidth
(a few kilohertz) is necessary to attenuate the high-frequency
components in the platform-disturbance spectrum. Measure-
ments of LANDSAT platform jitter indicate that rms pointing
errors of about 0.5 #rad are currently typical (ref. 24). Bali
Aerospace has developed and tested an experimental tracking
and pointing subsystem capable of 0. l-#rad pointing accuracy
in the presence of simulated LANDSAT platform distur-
bances (ref. 16). Measurements of the pointing distribution
of this experimental subsystem also verified that single-axis
pointing errors along the azimuthal and elevation telescope
gimbal axes can be modeled accurately by gaussian statistics.
As another point of comparison, the sophisticated pointing
system aboard the 12.5-ton Hubble Space Telescope is capable
of holding an aperture of a scientific instrument to an accuracy
of 0.034-#rad (0.007-arc sec) rms for the duration of an
astronomical observation (ref. 25). The use of this complex
system, however, could significantly increase the weight and
cost of a relay satellite.
Adaptive platform-jitter compensation may offer a more
feasible means of attaining extremely precise pointing accuracy
in such satellites. NASA's Instrument Pointing System (IPS)
uses this technique. The IPS has a 2-m-diameter equipment
platform and is designed to aim a 440- to 14 000-1b payload
to an accuracy of about 5 _rad while based on an unstable
spacecraft such as a shuttle or Space Station Freedom. To
reject the effect of base disturbances on the platform, IPS
employs linear actuators driven by computers that receive
attitudinal and vibrational inputs from optical and inertial
sensors. For example, a star sensor and gyroscope continuously
measure platform attitude while accelerometers measure rapid
changes in attitude. The computers then process these inputs
and provide instructions to the actuators for virtually instan-
taneous correction of telescope aim in compensation for
undesired base perturbations. Of course, the principal disadvan-
tage of such a control system is its complexity: use of the IPS
requires the implementation of 200 000 software instructions,
compared with the 6000 instructions typical of a satellite not
equipped with the system.
Tracking and pointing subsystem performance, expressed in
terms of the rms pointing error a, is perhaps the most important
consideration in the design of a Mars-to-Earth optical link. As
will be shown herein, the rms error constrains the telescope
aperture size and, therefore, affects the transmission power
requirement (i.e., the selection of the laser source) and the
modulation-detection scheme.
7.3 Analyses of Optical Links
From section 6, the average BER for a direct-detection system,
assuming the pointing and tracking errors are Rayleigh dis-
tributed, is
BER = PE(u,p,q)ue (-"2/2_du (7.1)
o
Similarly, the average BER for heterodyne and homodyne
systems is
BER = PE(u,v,pr,pR,q)ue¢-U2/2)vel-_a/2)du dv (7.2)
"0 "0
The form of P_() in these equations will depend on the specific
modulation format. In any case, the value of equation (7.1)
depends only on the parameters p and q and the value of equation
(7.2) depends only on the parameters Pr, Pe, and q. In general,
for a given average BER, there exists an infinite number of
solutions [P,ql that satisfy equation (7.1); likewise, there exists
an infinite number of solutions _r, PR, q] that satisfy equation
(7.2). By using a computer to generate solutions to equation (7.1)
and examining these solutions, we find a p value, Po_, and an
associated minimum q value, q,_. Likewise, by examining the
solutions to equation (7.2), we find a minimum q value, q,,_,
when Pr = PR = Popt. (In other words, the minimum value for
q occurs when Pr and PR are equal.) This is significant because,
if we follow section 6 and let tr = or, it is apparent that the
parameters p and q for the direct-detection system are related
-7
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Z
to the actual link parameters by
p = Gl 0.2 = 0.2 q =_T (7.3)
with
ot = r/l_r R
(7.4)
Also from section 6 and letting a = aT = oR, the parameters
PT",Pg, and q for the heterodyne and homodyne systems are
related to the link parameters by
0.2 0.2Pr PR = q = --
0.4
(7.5)
with
13= _r_,. L,, rl 1
R
(7.6)
Note from the expression for q in equations (7.3) and (7.5)
that, for given values of 0. and oz (or/3), the minimum q value,
q,_pt, corresponds to the minimum transmission power,
P, = Pmin- Note also, that the associated p value, Popt,
corresponds to the transmitter aperture diameter that yields this
minimum transmission power level. (For the heterodyne and
homodyne systems, Popt corresponds to both transmitter and
receiver aperture sizes, which are equal since 0.r= err is
assumed.) Consequently, for any rms error 0. and set of link
parameters that specify e_ (or t3), the optimal aperture size or
sizes d,_ that yield the optimal (minimum) transmission power
P,,,m can be found directly from the optimum solution pair
(Popt,q,,pt) via equations (7.3) or (7.5). Table 7.4 lists the
optimum (p,q) parameters for M-ary PPM DD and for each of
the binary heterodyne and homodyne modulation schemes. From
equations (7.1) and (7.2), it is apparent that these values depend
only on the particular modulation type and the average BER
value; they were found by substituting the appropriate, instan-
taneous BER expression for PE ( ) in equations (7.1) and (7.2)
and by generating solutions for BER = 10 -6. This analysis
analysis is concerned with the entries for direct detection PPM,
homodyne PSK, and heterodyne NCFSK. Note from the
expressions for p in equations (7.3) and (7.5) that the opti-
mum aperture size necessary to minimize transmission power
for a particular system is dictated by the rms error and the
wavelength. The parameter p can be expressed in terms of
the rms error-to-beamwidth ratio by rewriting p in equation (7.3)
or equation (7.5) as
TABLE 7.4.--OPTIMUM (p.q) VALUES OF OPTICAL DETECTION
SCHEMES FOR RAYLEIGH-DISTRIBUTED POINTING AND
TRACKING ERROR AND 10 6 BIT ERROR RATE
Detection
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
Homt_yne
Heterodyne
Differential
Hetercxtyne coherent
Heterodyne
Heterodyne
Modulation
M=2
M=4
M=8'
M= 16
M = 32
M=64
M = 128
M = 256
PSK
PSK
PSK
FSK
NCFSK
ASK
Optimum pointing parameters
Popt qopl
0.223 518.8
539.8
542.0
539.2
537.6
536.6
538.5
541.8
.282 176.3
.282 352.7
.273 463.7
.282 705.3
.267 927.1
.282 1411.0
(7.7)
The optimum p values shown in table 7.4 correspond to rms
error-to-beamwidth ratios of 0.15 to 0.17. In other words, the
transmission power is minimized when 0. can be held to 15
to 17 percent of the transmitted beamwidth. The optimum
aperture size for the different optical systems at given values
of 0. can be calculated using equation (7.7) and the p values
in table 7.4. These aperture sizes are shown in table 7.5.
Values listed for the direct-detection systems refer to the
transmitter aperture diameter only, whereas values for the
heterodyne and homodyne systems refer both to the transmitter
and receiver apertures. Note that, for a given wavelength, the
optimum aperture size is inversely proportional to o; doubling
o halves the aperture size. Using an aperture size other than
the optimum size indicated in table 7.5 results in a higher
transmission power requirement for the same BER perfor-
mance. A smaller aperture size increases the power require-
ment because the smaller transmitted beamwidth reduces the
probability of the beam illuminating the receiver. For example,
figures 7.1 to 7.3 illustrate the transmission power and aper-
ture size tradeoff for three 100-Mbps Mars-to-Earth optical-
link implementations for different values of o. These plots
were constructed using equations (7.1) to (7.6), the opti-
mum q values in table 7.4, and the parameters in tables 7. i
and 7.2. These plots demonstrate the existence of an opti-
mum aperture size for a particular 0..
Besides constraining the aperture size, the random pointing
and tracking error also imposes a power penalty or pointing
and tracking loss on the system. In other words, for a given
aperture size, more power will be required to achieve a given
BER in the presence of random pointing and tracking error
than will be necessary under zero-error conditions. The power
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TABLE 7.5--OPTIMAL APERTURE SIZE VERSUS rms POINTING AND TRACKING ERROR
FOR OPTICAL IMPLEMENTATIONS
Optical implementation
0.532-p.m FD Nd:YAG BPPM h 160
0.532-#m FD Nd:YAG Home, dyne PSK c 180
0.85-,urn GaAs BPPM b 256
0.85-p.m GaAs Heterodyne NCFSK c 280
1.064-um Nd:YAG BPPM h 320
1.064.-gm Nd:YAG Homodyne PSK c 360
10.6-#m CO 2 Homodyne PSK b 3600
Optimal aperture size, cm
1
0.05 0.! 0.2 0.3 0.4 [ 0.5
1
80 40 27 2( /
90 45 30 2_ ]
128 64 43 37 |
140 70 47 3._ /
160 80 53 4( ]
180 90 60 4_ |
1800 900 600 44_ [
aWc.inlmg error and l(x-al o.,cinalor tracking error a,_sumcd equal [or hetcr(uJ) ne and hom(id) nc ',2,'_lenl_, (it.. a = a I = o#).
hVa[u¢ denl)tes Oplinlal diall_ctcr of tran_nlitlcr aperture¸
CValuc dcnotc_ optimal dianleler of bc_th franc, mitrer and receiver apcrlurc_,
16
18
26
28
32
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penalty or pointing and tracking loss can be defined as the ratio
of the required signal power necessary to achieve a given BER
in the presence of random pointing and tracking error, to that
necessary to achieve the same BER under ideal, zero pointing-
error conditions using the same aperture sizes.
For the direct detection system, the power penalty can be
found as follows. From equation (7.3), the required transmission
power with random error present can be expressed as
P,=qa_=q(-_t)= Pqot c_G_
(7.8)
From equation (6.10), it is apparent that the required power
with zero pointing error is
Ks
eideal -- (7.9)
c_G,
The power penalty is therefore
Pt Pq (7.10)
Lp Pideal Ks
Note that, with an optical link of optimized power budget (i.e.,
an optical link using minimum transmission power), the product
Pq = Poptqopt is a constant for a given detection-modulation
type and average BER). For example, if we use the values for
BPPM in table 7.4, P_qo_ = (0.223)(518.8) = 115.7. Also, if
we use the APD parameters from table 7.2 in equation (3.32),
the required signal count per bit for 10-6 BER is Ks = 80 (a
time slot width of 5 nsec corresponding to R = 100 Mbps is
assumed in computing equation (3.32)). From equation (7.10),
it is apparent that the power penalty is therefore Lp = 115.7/80
= 1.446 (1.6 dB). In other words, if the optimum size
transmitter aperture depicted in table 7.5 is used, the power
penalty for R = 100 Mbps is equal to 1.6 dB for all of the
direct-detection BPPM systems. Note that the power penalty
with an optical link of optimized power budget is independent
of the wavelength and rms error (the optimum aperture size
does, however, depend on both these parameters).
The power penalties for the homodyne PSK and NCFSK
systems are found in a similar manner. From equation (7.5),
it is apparent that the required transmitter power with random
pointing and tracking error is
Pt = q04 = q PTPR (7.11)
/3 _ Gt Gr
If we assume equal transmitter and receiver aperture sizes,
from equation (6.18), it is apparent that the required power
with no pointing and tracking error is
Ks
Pideal -- (7.12)
_G,G_
The power penalty is therefore
Lp = --Pr = qPrPR (7.13)
Pideal Ks
In the optimized optical-link power budget, Pr = PR = Popt,
q = qopt, and the power penalty is
2
Lp = _ (7.14)
Ks
The power penalty under optimized conditions, therefore,
depends only on the type of heterodyne modulation and the
BER assumed for equation (7.2). If we assume a 10-6 BER,
the required signal counts per bit for homodyne PSK and
NCFSK are Ks = 6 and K s = 27, respectively (table 4.1).
For the (p,q) values from table 7.4, the power penalty from
equation (7.14) is 3.7 dB for the homodyne PSK systems and
3.9 dB for the GaAs NCFSK system. Note that these values
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representtheminimumpowerlossesthatcanbeachievedfor
aparticularwavelengthandrmserror.Asillustratedinfigures
7.1and7.2,pointinglossesincreaserapidlyforaperturesizes
largerthantheoptimumvalue.
8.0 Summary of Results
The optimum q values in table 7.4 and the link parameters
in table 7.1 were used to compute c_ and/3; then minimum
transmission power requirements were computed as a function
of the link data rate and a for the various optical systems. These
power requirements are shown in figures 7.4 to 7.9. The (a)
plots are for data rates in the 10- to 100-Mbps range, whereas
the (b) plots are for the 100- to 1000-Mbps range. Some of
the graphs do not show the curves for all seven optical systems
because the curves lie outside the limits of the graph for some
systems. The CO2 system curves were computed using an
aperture diameter of 3.0 m for the transmitter and receiver,
instead of the optimum sizes listed in table 7.5 (i.e., the CO2
curves constitute a suboptimum design). Although the CO2
optimum aperture sizes result in extremely low powers (several
milliwatt) for the small rms error, these aperture sizes are
so large that they would be impractical in a real system.
Therefore, the smaller 3.0-m aperture was chosen for this
analysis at the expense of a higher power requirement. Figures
7.4 to 7.9 illustrate the high sensitivity of the various optical
systems to the rms pointing and tracking error. The rms error
is therefore a critical parameter in defining the system.
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Figure 7.4.--Transmission power versus bit rate for various optical schemes in the presence of o = 0.05-/_rad rms pointing and tracking error for optimum
aperture sizes (10 -6 BER).
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aperture sizes (10 .-6 BER).
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Figure 7.7.--Transmission power versus bit rate for various optical schemes in the presence of o = 0.30-#rad rms pointing and tracking error for optimum
aperture sizes (10 -6 BER).
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Figure 7.8.--Transmission power versus bit rate for various optical schemes in the presence of o = 0.40-p_rad rms pointing and tracking error for optimum
aperture sizes (10 6 BER).
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Figure 7.9,--Transmission power versus bit rate for various optical schemes in the presence of a = 0.50-#rad rms pointing and tracking error for optimum
aperture sizes (10 -6 BER).
Tables 7.6 and 7.7 summarize the results for a 100-Mbps
Mars-to-Earth optical link. Table 7.6 shows the minimum
power requirements for the three PPM direct-detection sys-
tems, whereas table 7.7 gives the results for the four coher-
ent detection systems. Since the minimum-power to data-rate
relationship is linear, the results for 10-Mbps and 1-Gbps
links are 0.10 and 10 times the values in these tables,
respectively. In comparing tables 7.6 and 7.7, we can observe
that the power requirements for the coherent systems increase
much more rapidly with rms error than do those for the direct-
detection systems. This rapid increase results from combined
effects of the transmitter pointing losses and receiver LO
tracking losses to which the coherent systems are subject. From
the expressions forp in equations (7.3) and (7.5), we can see
that the minimized power is proportional to a4 for a coherent
system, whereas it is proportional to 02 for a direct-detection
system. Note also in table 7.7 that, because of the COE
systems's long wavelength and wide beamwidth, its power
requirements are relatively unaffected by the rms error.
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In relation to direct-detection for the Mars-to-Earth optical
link, the results in table 7.6 suggest that the fundamental
Nd:YAG laser (;k = 1.064 #m) system using a high-order PPM
may be the preferred implementation. For example, if we use
M = 64 and assume a = 0.4 #rad, a 100-Mbps link can be
supported with a 40-cm transmitter telescope, a 20-W Nd:YAG
laser (1280 W peak power), and a 10-m receiving photon bucket.
A 10-W FD Nd:YAG laser (capable of 640-W peak power)
could also be used, but would require a more stringent pointing
accuracy of a = 0.2 _rad. The pulse repetition rate of the laser
in both these cases would be 17 MHz (PRF = R  log2 M), and
the pulse duration 1 ns (r = log2 M  (MR)). Since the power
requirements for a 1-Gbps link are 10 times those shown in
table 7.6, returning a 1-Gbps data stream would require a
larger transmitting telescope and smaller rms pointing jitter.
For example, if the fundamental Nd:YAG laser (M = 64) were
used, a 1-Gbps link would require a 160-cm telescope, 14 W
of average power (or 896 W of peak power), a 10-m photon
bucket, and an rms pointing error of only 0.1 _rad. Note that
TABLE 7.6.--MINIMAL POWER REQUIREMENTS FOR 100-Mbps EARTH-TO-MARS PPM DIRECT-DETECTION LINK USING OPTIMAL
TRANSMITTER APERTURE SIZES AND 10-m RECEIVING PHOTON BUCKET
(a) M-ary pulse-position-modulation (PPM) direction-detection (DD) link using
FD Nd:YAG laser; wavelength, h 0.532 p.m.
Modulation, Minimal power requirements, W
M
2
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
rms pointing error, a, p.rad
00 1o, 10, 0.210.310.410.5
Half-power BW, 0 = X/D, p.rad
0.3310. I 1.0 1.33I 2.0 2.66I 3.3
Optimum transmitter aperture size, cm
160 80 53 40 27 20
4.0 15.9 35.8 63.6 143.1 254.4
2.1 8.3 18.6 33.1 74.5 132.4
1.4 5.5 12.5 22.1 49.8 88.6
1.0 4.1 9.3 16.5 37.2 66. l
.8 3.3 7.4 13.2 29.7 52.7
.7 2.7 6.2 I 1.0 24.7 43.9
.6 2.4 5.3 9.4 21.2 37.7
.5 2.1 4.7 8.3 18.7 33.2
16
397.5
206.8
138.4
103.3
82.4
68.5
58.9
51.9
(b) M-ary PPM DD link using Nd:YAG laser; wavelength, k, 1.064 p.m.
Modulation, Minimal power requirements, W
M
2
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
rms pointing error, a, #rad
0.0510.1 0.15 0.2 0.3 0.410.5
Half-power BW, 0 = h,/D, grad
0.33 I 0.66]..!..0 1.33 2.0 [2.66 13.3
Optimum transmitter aperture size, cm
320 160 106 80 54 40 32
2.0 8.0 17.9 31.8 71.5 127.2 198.8
1.0 4.1 9.3 16.5 37.2 66.2 103.4
.7 2.8 6.2 11.1 24.9 44.3 69.2
.5 2.1 4.6 8.3 18.6 33.1 51.6
.4 1.6 3.7 6.6 14.8 26.4 41.2
.3 1.4 3.1 5.5 12.3 21.9 34.3
.3 1.2 2.7 4.7 10.6 18.9 29.5
.2 1.0 2.3 4.2 9.3 16.6 25.9
(c) M-ary PPM DD link using GaAs laser; wavelength, ;k, 0.85 p.m.
Modulation, Minimal power requirements, W
M
2
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
rms pointing error, a, /zrad
0.05 [--O_-1_-O.15 0.2 l 0.3 t 0.4 ] 0.5-
Half-power BW, 0 = X/D, p.rad
0.33.1 0.66 1.0 1.33 t 2.0 I 2.66 1 3.3
Optimum transmitter aperture size, cm
256 128 85 64 43 32 26
2.5 10.0 22.4 39.8 89.6 159.2 248.8
1.3 5.2 11.6 20.7 46.6 82.8 129.4
.9 3.5 7.8 13.9 31.2 55.4 86.6
.6 2.6 5.8 10.3 23.3 41.4 64.6
.5 2.1 4.6 8.3 18.6 33.0 51.6
.4 1.7 3.9 6.9 15.4 27.4 42.9
.4 1.5 3.3 5.9 13.3 23.6 36.9
.3 1.3 2.9 5.2 11.7 20.8 32.5
this pointing accuracy would have to be achieved in an open-
loop mode (i.e., without the aid of a tracking beacon from
the receiver) because of the long signal-propagation delay.
Finally, the results in table 7.6 for the GaAs laser indicate
that the power requirements are substantially beyond the power
output levels anticipated for semiconductor lasers in the
foreseeable future; output power from semiconductor devices
is projected to be only on the order of 1 W. In addition, because
semiconductor lasers have a low peak-to-average-power ratio,
they are not suitable for high-order PPM. The semiconductor
laser diodes' limited output power capability would necessi-
tate the use of a low-order PPM (M = 2 or 4), an extremely
small rms error (<0.1 #rad), and a fairly large aperture size
(>2.5 m). Hence, the application of semiconductor lasers
for the high-data-rate Mars-to-Earth optical communication link
appears impractical.
The minimum power requirements for the various coherent
detection links at 100 Mbps are shown in table 7.7. Since the
rms pointing error and rms LO tracking error are assumed
to be equal for these systems, the optimum transmitter and
receiver aperture sizes also are considered to be equal. It is
obvious from table 7.7 that the coherent systems are much
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TABLE 7.7.--MINIMUM POWER REQUIREMENTS FOR 100-Mbps EARTH-TO-MARS
COHERENT DETECTION LINKS USING OPTIMUM TRANSMITTER
AND RECEIVER APERTURE SIZES
(a) Homodyne PSK link using FD Nd:YAG laser; wavelength, X, 0.532 #m.
Optimum lransmitter
and receiver
aperture size, cm
Half-power BW,
0 = ;VD, ,urad
Transmitter power, W
rms pointing error, o, _rad
i
0.05 I 0.1 0.15 [ 0.2 I 0.3 0.4 0.5
180 p 90 60 I 45 1 30 23 18
0.30 [ 0.60 0.89 [ 1.18 [ 1.77 2.31 2.9
t
11.8 [ 188.4 953.9 I 3015 [ 15263 48238 117769 1
I
(b) NCFSK link using GaAs diode laser; wavelength, X, 0.85 p.m.
Optimum transmitter
and receiver
aperture size, cm
Half-power BW,
0 = X/D, _rad
Transmitter power, W
tO_0 rms pointing error, o, #rad
.=51 0l 1015 102 I 03 04 05
1280 [ 140 93 70 47 35 28
, i l
: i I
0.30 [ 0.61 0.91 1.21 1.81 2.43 I 3.0
I
15.2 I 243.0 1230 : 3887 I 19 678 62 193 151 839
(C) Homodytte PSK link using Nd:YAG laser, w_velength, _, 1.064 _m.
Optimum transmitter
and receiver
aperture size, cm
Half-power BW,
0 = X/D, ,_rad
Transmitter power, W
rms pointing error, ix, #rad
0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
360 180 120 90 60 45 36
0.30 0.60 0.89 1.18 1.77 2.31 2.9
1.5 23.6 119.2 376.9 1908 6030 14 721
(d) Homodyne PSK link using CO 2 laser; wavelength, X, 10.6 ,um.
__L
0.05 0.1
Optimum transmitter 300 300
and receiver
aperture size, cm
Half-power BW, 3.5 3.5
0 = X/D, p.rad
Transmitter power, W
Power values for R = l0 Mb
rms pointing error, or, ,urad
0.15 0.2 0.3 0.4 1 0.5 I
I
300 300 300 300 [ 300 l
3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 [ 3.5
20.8 20.9 21.2 21.5 22.7 25.4 I 32.2
,s and for R = t Gbps are equal Io 0.1 and I0 times these values, respectively.
aThe CO 2 laser system uses suboptimal 3-m aperlures. Optimal sizes yielding minimal requirements range in diameter from
3.6 to 36 m.
more sensitive to the spatial pointing and tracking error than
are the direct-detection systems (with the exception of the
CO2 system). The coherent system's detection sensitivity
advantage (i I dB for homodyne PSK) is only useful when the
rms error can be made extremely small. Given that the
projected output power of a coherent Nd:YAG laser is 10 W
(1.064 _m), a 100-Mbps link will require an rms pointing and
LO tracking error of less than 0.1/zrad. Table 7.7 shows that
for an rms error of 0.05 _rad, 100 Mbps can be supported
with a 12-W FD Nd:YAG laser using 1.8-m transmitting and
receiving telescopes or with a 2-W Nd:YAG laser using 3.6-m
telescopes. Achievement of 0.05qzrad accuracy would probably
require a very costly and complex control system. (By com-
parison, the Hubble Space Telescope has an rms error of
0.034 _trad.)
The long wavelength of the CO2 laser and its wide beam-
width allow this system to operate with a much more relaxed
pointing tolerance. As indicated in table 7.7, a 100-Mbps link
at _ = 0.5 #rad can be implemented with 3-m telescopes and
a 32-W laser. This power output should be achievable with
future CO2 waveguide lasers. In addition, relaxed surface
tolerances resulting from the long wavelength should simplify
development of the relatively large optics. Selection of the
CO2 system would require the development of a space-
qualified CO2 laser with high power output and long life.
Unfortunately, research and development work on the CO2
laser for space communication applications is limited at present.
As mentioned in section 7.2.1.3, however, the ESA has been
developing and experimenting with a CO2 PSK homodyne
transceiver for the past several years (ref. 23).
9.0 Conclusions
In conclusion, the performance of the optical pointing and
tracking subsystem will in large part determine what type of
optical system is best suited for supporting high-data-rate
Mars-to-Earth communications. The presence of random and
static spatial pointing and tracking errors constrains the
maximum telescope size that can be used, and therefore places
minimum power requirements on the laser transmitter. Because
of its relative simplicity, tolerance to mispointing, and high-
power output capability, a Nd:YAG laser direct-detection
system using a high-order PPM (pulse position modulation)
appears to be the most feasible candidate for the long-range
Mars-to-Earth optical link. A diode laser system may also
become feasible if a long-life, high-power, multiwatt laser
diode array producing a near diffraction-limited beam can be
developed. The CO2 system, although it might have a sig-
nificant power advantage, appears unlikely because of its
complexity and unreliability.
Lewis Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Cleveland, Ohio, November 8, 1991
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Appendix A
Symbols
IF carrier amplitude
electric field amplitude, V/m
area of circular detector
amplitude of ith symbol in ASK waveform
set
LO field amplitude
amplitude of the incident field on the aperture
receiver aperture area
signal field amplitude
circular disc area of background source
VCO proportionality constant
amplitude modulation
avalanche photodiode
amplitude shift keying
Advanced Technology Satellite--Spacecraft F
Advanced Technology Satellite--Spacecraft G
astronomical units
receiver aperture radius
bandwidth
IF bandwidth
single-sided noise bandwidth of ideal low-
pass filter
information-signal bandwidth
noise-equivalent single-sided bandwidth
optimum value of the loop bandwidth
instantaneous bit error rate
irreducible error rate
average BER due to laser phase noise
time-averaged BER
binary pulse position modulation
binary phase shift keying
beam width
pointing bias
total intrinsic capacitance of the detector-
preamplifier circuit
APD capacitance
preamplifier capacitance
Conference on Lasers and Electro-Optics
continuous wave
speed of light in vacuum, 2.998 × 108 m/sec
coherence length
aperture diameter
DD
DP
DPSK
DSB/SC
d
dcoh
dopt
dr
drandom
dstatic
d,
dc
d'h
dv
E
E_
EL
ERc,Et_
Es
ERS
ESA
E(r)
E(t)
E(t) 2
E-O
e
F
FD
FEC
FKu
FKs
FM
FOV
FSK
F(s)
direct detection
diode pumped
differential phase shift keying
double sideband carrier suppressed
distance between centers of two overlapping
Airy discs of equal diameter
diameter of a circular area over which the
radiation has a high degree of spatial
coherence
optimum transmitter aperture diameter
receiver aperture diameter, m
optimum aperture diameter in the presence
of random pointing error
optimum aperture diameter in the presence
of static pointing error
transmitter aperture diameter, m
direct current
wavelength interval
frequency interval
symbol energy
bit energy
LO electric field amplitude
field patterns exactly centered on each other
signal electric field amplitude
Earth relay satellite
European Space Agency
diffracted optical field in the detector plane
electric field of unmodulated optical carrier
signal
mean-square value of electric field amplitude
electric-optic
electron charge, 1.6× 10 -19 C
excess noise factor, ratio of the mean-
squared gain to the mean gain squared
frequency doubled
forward error correction
signal-independent noise component
signal-dependent noise component
frequency modulation
field of view
frequency shift keying
transfer function of loop filter in phased-
locked loop
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f
A
L
is
G
G
GEO
Gls
G(s)
G_(f)
Gy(f)
((_)2
H(f)
H(s)
H(_)
h
ha
h(t)
hv
I
Io
tB
Io
/MAX
Io(z)
Is
IF
IM
IPS
I(r)
ISL
/(t)
I(_,)
id(t)
itr(t)
focal length
LO frequency
center frequency
optical carrier frequency, Hz
APD random gain
APD mean gain
geosynchronous Earth orbit
photomultiplied signal current
open-loop transfer function
two-sided power spectral density of the
noise in the detector-preamplifier output
current
output-noise power spectral density
squared mean of the APD gain
closed-loop transfer function of the spatial
tracking loop
closed-loop transfer function
spectral irradiance
Planck constant, 6.624 x 10-34 J/sec
detector height along the y-axis
impulse response
photon energy, J/photon, hc/X
electric field intensity
field intensity
average detector current
average background current
average detector dark current
APD bulk dark current
APD surface dark current
maximum on-axis intensity in the focal
plane
modified Bessel function of the first kind of
order zero
average signal current, aeP s
average received signal intensity
intermediate frequency
intensity modulated
Instrument Pointing System
intensity distribution in the focal plane
intersatellite link
intensity of an intensity-modulated carrier
spectral radiance
component of photodetector output current
resulting from the desired signal
desired signal current
J_(x)
J
K
/(B
KDB
KDS
Xs
Kr
K_,
k
ko
k.
keff
ks
LO
L,
LBO
LDR
L(f)
LITE
LO
LOS
M
M-ary
MIM
MIT-LL
MQW-APD
MRS
mn
m S
first-order Bessel function of the first kind
imaginary unit
defined amplitude constant
noise photoelectron counts caused by
background radiation
phase detector constant
noise photoelectron counts caused by bulk
dark current
noise photoelectron counts caused by surface
dark current
average number of photoelectrons per
symbols, or photoelectrons per bit when
M=2
thermal noise count
VCO constant
Boltzmann constant, 1.381 x 10-23 J/K
number of bits
propagation number (27r/;_)
ratio between the hole and electron-ionization
coefficients, or the effective ionization ratio
LO field propagation vector (kc = k_i + kj
+ kzk)
signal field propagation vector (ks = kj + k_j
other losses (e.g., obscuration, implemen-
tation, filter)
power penalty
transmitter pointing loss
lithium triborate
large deployable reflector
Lorentzian function
Laser Intersatellite Transmission Experiment
local oscillator
receiving line of sight
number of PPM time slots
waveform t with M possible symbols
intensity modulation index
Massachusetts Institute of Technology--
Lincoln Laboratories
multiple-quantum-well avalanche photodiode
Mars relay satellite
mean of count distribution (gaussian) for
the nonsignal PPM time slot at the
integrator output
mean of count distribution (gaussian) for
the signal PPM time slot at the integrator
output
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re(t)
No
Us
Ns/2
Nr
NCFSK
ns(t)
OOK
P
P.
PB
PE(Ks)
PIF
Pideal
eL
I'm
Pmin
eo
G
er
es
e,
PCM
PDF
PIN
PLL
PM
PMT
PPM
PRF
PSD
PSK
Prob(n < s)
PWC
PWE
P
p. (x)
Pr
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information signal
one-sided power spectral density of zero-
mean additive, white gaussian thermal noise
one-sided power spectral density of shot noise
two-sided power spectral density of LO shot
noise
two-sided thermal-noise spectral density
noncoherent phase shift keying
LO shot noise signal
on-off keying
average power
average laser power
average received background power
bit error rate as function of the received
signal counts per slot
IF power
required power with zero pointing error
LO power
average power of re(t)
minimum transmission power
incident power
peak power of optical pulse
received average power
average received signal power
average transmitter laser power, W
pulse code modulation
probability density function
P-type, Intrinsic, N-type
phase-locked loop
phase modulation
photomultiplier tube
pulse position modulation
pulse repetition frequency
power spectral density
phase shift keying
probability that the photoelectron count
"n" in an arbitrary nonsignal slot is
less than "s"
probability of a correct PPM word
probability of a PPM word error
pointing parameter in direct-detection
system, GtoZ-c (p. 74)
gaussian probability density of photoelectron
count for nonsignal time slot
receiver pointing parameter in coherent
detection system, Gra_
P_,_
ps(t)
ps(x)
P!
p(Ot,Or)
Q
QM(a,b)
QAM
QE
QPPM
q
qopt
R
Rb
RL
Rs
RC
RF
r
rd
rL
rR
rms
r(t)
S
SAM-APD
SEI
S(f)
SD(f)
So(f)
S¢_(f)
S_(f)
SfflF(f)
SNR
optimum pointing parameter
instantaneous received signal power
gaussian probability density of photoelectron
count for signal time slot
transmitter pointing parameter in coherent
detection system, G,o_
optimum transmitter pointing parameter
probability density function of radial pointing
and tracking error
joint PDF of transmitter pointing error and
LO tracking error
quality factor
Marcum function
quadrature amplitude modulated
quantum efficiency
quaternary pulse position modulation
pointing parameter, _P_/ozr
optimum pointing parameter
bit rate; radius of Airy disc
channel data rate
detector load resistance
symbol rate
resistor capacitor
radiofrequency
arbitrary position vector (xi + 3J + zk )
radius of circular detector
(x - XL) 2 + (y - yL) 2
(x--xR) 2 + (y--yR) 2
root mean square
received signal at the filter output
average signal power
separate-absorption-and-multiplication-region
avalanche photodiode
Space Exploration Initiative
tracking error
single-sided PSD of the tracking detector
noise at the input of the spatial tracking loop
single-sided PSD of the platform error at
the input of the spatial tracking loop
one-sided phase noise power spectral density
one-sided frequency noise power spectral
density
one-sided power spectral density of the IF
signal phase noise
signal-to-noise ratio
SNRD
S
s(t)
s_(t)
si(t)
so(t)
S V
T
L
_un
TEMoo
t
U
VCO
V
Wp
142
X
x,y,z
Xc
XL
XR
Yc
y(t)
Zo
Z
Ol
O/[
3'
M,
,af
demodulated SNR for a strong laser local
oscillator
Laplace transform variable
phased-locked loop input signal
phase detector output
transmitted signals
output signal from the voltage controlled
oscillator
VCO input signal
effective noise temperature of the detector
preamplifier
symbol period
bit period
preamplifier noise equivalent temperature
temperature of black-body radiator
approximating Sun's temperature, 6000 K
transverse electromagnetic mode
time
normalized pointing error, O,/or
voltage controlled oscillator
normalized tracking error, Or/aR
detector-preamplifier circuit bandwidth
pulse bandwidth
detector width along the x-axis
random variable, denotes photoelectron
count at the integrator output
coordinates
axial coordinate of the center of the focused
field
f- tan(0yR)
ftan(0_ R) = f- tan(0yR)
transverse coordinate of the center of the
focused field
demodulated output signal
free-space impedance, = 377c0
link range
conversion factor that converts average
received power (in watts) into the average
rate of photoelectron emission from the
detector (in photoelectrons per sec), _l/hu
parameter independent of O,,P,, and d,
FM modulation index (z_f/Bm)
random frequency noise
laser line width, mm
bandwidth of the radiation
optical bandwidth
rlFa
"ffhet
"qpol
"fir
rh
O(s)
O(t)
0
o,L
OXF
OL
Oo
OS
O,
CL,O .L
OxR,OyR
X
XL
Xo
XR
#n
],LS
p
Pb
0
O'_bmin 2
o3
2
O"n
OR
damping factor
photodetector quantum efficiency, (number
of emitted photoelectrons/incident photon)
alignment efficiency
overall heterodyning efficiency, or SNR
degradation
polarization efficiency
receiver optics efficiency
transmitter optics efficiency
Laplace transform of O (t)
phase of the received signal
optical carrier phase
diffraction-limited planar angle field of view
receiver planar-angle field of view
Os - Ot
LO initial phase
angular radius of Airy disc
signal initial phase
instantaneous radial pointing and tracking
error
azimuth and elevation angles
angles by which LO field is off-axis from
normal
angles by which received field is off-axis
from normal
optical wavelength, m
wavelength of LO field
center wavelength
wavelength of received field
mean value of integrator output during
nonsignal slot times
mean value of integrator output during signal
slot times
multiplying constant for phase-error
variance
radius of circular background source
rms pointing and tracking error
total phase-error variance
minimum phase-error variance
variance of gain (measure of randomness
of APD gain)
variance in photoelectron count during a
nonsignal slot
phase error variance resulting from laser
phase noise
rms receiver pointing error
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2o2sN
OT
2
Ox
7"
7"coh
rp
Is
_'d
,_(s)
_p
(ai(t)
'_ (s)
_(t)
variance in photoelectron count during a
signal slot
phase error variance resulting from LO shot
noise
rms transmitter pointing error
variance
PPM time slot width, sec
coherence time
width of optical pulse, sec
optical frequency, Hz
FSK tone spacing
Laplace transform phase error
angle between polarization vectors ,_s and
AL (eq. (2.35))
phase of the ith symbol in M-PSK symbol set
phase error transfer function
phase error
_(x,y,z,t)
fl
fldL
6OIF
O_L
60 n
O)o
COS
£
v2_
4kT/RL
wave function, or E-field
solid angle describing conical field of view
diffraction-limited solid angle field of view
receiver solid angle field of view
solid angle subtended by the receiver aperture
when viewed from the source
solid angle subtended by the source when
viewed from the receiver
radian frequency of IF signal, o:s - O_L
LO optical frequencies, rad/sec
natural frequency
center frequency, rad/sec
optical carrier frequency, rad/sec
Laplace transform
free-space differential wave equation
one-sided power spectral density of thermal
noise
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Appendix B
Fraunhofer Diffraction by a Circular Aperture
Here we will use the Fraunhofer diffraction integral, which
is essentially a two-dimensional Fourier transform, to derive
the far-field intensity pattern of a uniformly illuminated circular
aperture (i.e., an approximation of the far-field pattern of a
diffracted laser beam transmitted through a telescope's circular
aperture). The Fraunhofer integral also may be used to
compute the diffracted field in the focal plane of a lens, given
the field distribution over the front of the lens.
Consider a monochromatic wave (not necessarily a plane
wave) propagating along the z-axis, whose plane of origin,
or source plane, is characterized by the E-field distribution
(ECLy,0)). We want to determine the E-field distribution
E(x,y,z) on the observation plane at a distance ofz away. In
the case of a laser free-space link, the source plane would
correspond to the transmitter telescope aperture plane, and the
observation plane would correspond to the receiver telescope
aperture plane (z is a very large distance). In the case of a
receiving lens, the source plane would be the plane at the front
surface of the lens, and the observation plane would be the
focal plane of the lens (z is the focal length). The field at the
observation plane is related to the field on the source plane
through the Fraunhofer diffraction integral, which is
The integral in equation (B.2) is therefore
1"t _ . 1"27rl'ae -jkrfcOs([_ °)/'rdp:dO (8.4)
., e -#_*¢+_:_)/: dr:d9 = :o .'o
Now consulting standard integral tables, we find that
1'2*re-#r_c°s(#-°_/:d_=27rJ,,(_)
" 0
(8.5)
and that
tra (krY) a 2J,, _ Yd? -- 2Ji (kar/z)2 kar/z
dO
(B.6)
where J,,(x) is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first
kind and Jl (x) is the first-order Bessel function of the first
kind. Using these results, the electric field in the observation
plane is
E(x,y,z) - JeJ_:e/k(*:+.¢)/2:lIE(£,_,O)e-JkC_e+>Y)/ededy
(B. I)
If we now consider a circular aperture of diameter D = 2a
upon which is incident a uniform amplitude monochromatic
plane wave (i.e, E(._, y, 0) = Eo), then the double integral
portion in equation (B. 1) becomes
E,, (i e-Jk(x._+y.o/= d_d f (B.2)
Converting to polar coordinates, we have
x=rcosO y=rsinO
E(r,-) = (--jeJkce jI'p/2:) ra2
-U e,,
2J t (karlz)
(kar/z)
(B.7)
To find the intensity distribution in the observation plane,
we take the magnitude of (B.7), square it, and divide by 2Z,,,
where Z, is the impedance of the surrounding medium. This
yields
I(r,z) = _ L kar/z J
(Ks)
Since I,, = E_,/2Z,, is the intensity of the field in the source
plane, and the bracketed term involving the Bessel function
has a maximum value of one at the center of the pattern
(r = 0), the intensity distribution may be expressed as
._=fcos6 y=rsin
xX + yy = rY(cos 0 cos 0+ sin 0 sin 0) (B.3)
l(r,z) = I,,,ax I--1/2J_(kar/z)/2
[ (kar/z) J
(B.9)
= rY cos(O- O) where
d_ dy = d,q = _d_M /max = [,,( ra2 /_7-) 2
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Figure BI.--Planc wave diffraction of light by a circular aperture.
A plot of equation (B.9) is shown in figure B. 1. Note that
the pattern is circularly symmetric and consists of a central
main lobe surrounded by concentric rings of lesser intensity.
This pattern also is called the Airy diffraction pattern, after
the British astronomer G.B. Airy, who derived it in 1835. The
diameter of the main lobe can be found by considering the
first zero of the Bes_l function. Since J, (x) = 0 at x = 1.227r,
the radius of the main lobe is given by
1.22rz 1.227rzk Xz
ro- - 1.22- 03.10)
ka 27ra D
where k = 27r/X has been used. Thus, the diameter of the Airy
disc is d,, = 2.44kz/D. The corresponding angular radius, or
diffraction-limited divergence angle (the half-angle subtended
by the main lobe from the source plane), is
tan0o - r° - 1.22 --X= 0,, 03.1i)
z D
The approximation is valid since the aperture diameter D
is many times larger than the optical wavelength. As we would
expect, equation (B. 11) indicates that the smaller the wavelength
and the larger the aperture size, the smaller the divergence
angle and beam spot size at the observation plane. It is inter-
esting to compare equations 03.10) and (B. 11) for optical and
microwave frequencies. For example, consider a satellite at
Mars transmitting a 60-GHz microwave beam back to Earth
through a 5-m aperture and where the distance z is 2.5 AU
(1 AU = 149 600 000 km). In this case, equation (B. 11) gives
a beam divergence of 1 mrad, which yields a beam spot size
of 72 Earth diameters (the Earth's diameter = 12 756 km). A
semiconductor laser transmitting at a wavelength of 0.85 _tm
through a 30-cm aperture, on the other hand, has a diffraction-
limited beam divergence of 3.5/_rad and a spot size of only
0.2 Earth diameters.
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